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ALUMNI REPORT ON
COUNCIL'S MEETING
Fourth Annual Conclave of
Council Held in Gambier
SUBSCRIPTIONS
To Council Show Gain in
Alumni Interest
The Homecoming week-en- d, No-
vember 2 and 3, was chosen by the
Alumni Council of Kenyon College
for their Fourth Annual Meeting.
About fifteen delegates were in at-
tendance, most of them being hous-
ed in the rooms of the new Com-
mons Building.
The business sessions were held
late Saturday afternoon and Sat-
urday evening, broken by a Council
dinner at the Commons at 7 p. m.
A number of matters of great in-
terest and importance to the College
were brought up and discussed and
it was the feeling of those present
that much progress is being made
in the development of the Council
idea and its support by the Ken-
yon alumni in general.
There were present at the busi-
ness session: Thomas J. Goddard,
President; Don C. Wheaton, Vice-Preside- nt;
Charles C. Wright, Secreta-
ry-Treasurer; Philip W. Timber-lak- e,
Assistant Secretary; Dr. L. R.
Brigman, Messrs. Arthur L. Brown,
Robert A. Cline, Walter T. Collins,
Carl R. Ganter, Alfred R. Granger,
Walter T. Kinder, Edgar G. Martin,
Matthew F. Maury, James A. Nel-(Contin- ued
on page three)
COLLEGE ENTERTAINS
HIGH SCHOOLS SENIORS
VISITORS VIEW COLLEGE
DECEMBER 7-- 8
About twenty high school seniors
from various parts of the country
visited the College the week-en- d of
December 7th and 8th. The visit-
ors were given a representative view
of life as it is at Kenyon. Through
the efforts of Dr. Lord and the Se-
nior Council an interesting pro-
gram was arranged for the enter-
tainment of the guests. The struggle
for soccer supremacy between Mid-
dle Leonard and South Hanna was
continued Saturday afternoon for
the benefit of the visitors. After
playing an entire game to a scoreless
tie, and two additional overtime per-
iods to the same result, the resting
place for the winner's cup had not
yet been found.
Saturday evening brought an in-
novation to Kenyon's usually drab
dinners. President Peirce gave a
short talk, and Russ Hargate's Cam-
pus Owls played dance rhythms dur-
ing the evening.
Inclement weather kept a large
number of expected visitors from
coming, and as a result the num-
ber was much smaller than had
been expected by those in charge.
The names, addresses, and high
(Continued on page two)
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DEATH CALLS CLAUDE
MEEKER, OHIO FIGURE
Was Trustee And Loyal
Friend of Kenyon
Claude Meeker, Trustee and loyal
friend of Kenyon College, broker,
political leader, and former journal-
ist, suffered a heart attack late Fri-
day afternoon, December 6, and died
a few minutes later. In the passing
of this personage Kenyon has lost
one of its most loved friends. Since
the death of his son James Edwin
Campbell Meeker, '17, he had wel-
comed every opportunity to be of
aid to his son's Alma Mater. He it
was who gave to the Iota Chapter
of Psi Upsilon the beautiful parlor
in North Leonard which is a living
memorial to his son. It was he who
made possible the handsome offices
of the President in Ascension Hall.
His work as a member of the Board
of Trustees has been marked by an
unselfish desire to aid in the devel-
opment of the College in every
respect. Not only has the world lost
a great figure but Kenyon has lost
one whose place can never be filled.
The passing of Claude Meeker
closed a life that has been replete
with experiences in his capacity as
(Continued on page two)
FOREIGN RELATIONS
CLUB IS PROGRESSING
Kenyon Club Is One of Several
Hundred Throughout World
The International Relations Club
began its year's work with executive
and program committees consisting
of Messrs. Caples, Hughes, Baldwin
B. Mansfield, Nevin, and Adkins as
directing agencies. The Club is in-
tended to appeal to men who are in-
terested in foreign affairs. Although
its activities are meant to supple-
ment the classroom work of a num-
ber of college courses, it is open to
men who have not attained this
background. To them it offers an in-
centive to acquire facts and to look
at them in an unprejudiced manner.
To assist in this work the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace
contributes about a dozen books a
year to the Club library. It also pro-
vides a Fortnightly Summary of In-
ternational Events and a monthly
publication called "International
Conciliation." It plans to send an-
nually a special lecturer to as many
clubs as possible, and it organizes
regional and international conferen-
ces for the formation of valuable
contacts and exchange of ideas.
The response to this encourage-
ment has been striking. The Kenyon
club is one of 278 in the United
States alone, while the movement
has spread to Great Britain, Bul-garia- g,
Jugoslavia, Turkey, Austral-
ia, India, New Zealand, and South
Africa. Last summer American club
members met in conference with,
English students at Merton College,
Oxford, and later repaired to the
Hague, Geneva, and Paris for the
study of international organization.
(Continued on page two)
DR. PEIRCE DELIVERS
LECTURE ON BALKANS
Speaks Before International Rela-
tions Club
President William Foster Peirce,
at an open meeting sponsored by the
International Relations Club De-
cember 3, delivered an interesting
lecture on "The Balkans." The lec-
ture, spiced with personal accounts
gathered by Dr. Peirce in his recent
travels through this section of Eu-
rope, was gratefully received by
more than a hundred students and
guests.
When the World War ended, peace
transactions and boundary settle-
ments brought about a great change
in the map of Europe. Germany lost
Alsace-Lorrain- e, Russia lost Poland
and three Balkan republics, Turkey
was pushed back into Asia. Austria-Hungar- y,
once the most dominant
power in the Balkans, was left near-
ly extinct. The states that gained
territory were Italy, Serbia, Jugo-
slavia, Czecho-Slovaki- a, Roumania,
Greece, and Poland. The new map
overturned many long existing con-
ditions. The readjustment has been
difficult and it is feared by many
that it can not be permanent.
France has done much to keep the
map intact by forming treaties with
Poland and by establishing the Lit-
tle Entente.
Greece, through the influence of
the Prime Minister, has become
stable as a republican institution.
Although there is apparently a great
amount of public spirit, there seems
to be little chance for economic, in-
dustrial development in Greece.
Bulgaria and Turkey are friendly.
The former, however, wants some
land in the northeast section of
Greece for a seaport. The develop-
ment of Roumania is being hinder-
ed by a popular feeling that the ad-
ministration is corrupt. The new
Turkish republic is advancing by
leaps and bounds. European methods
of business and finance have been
(Continued on page two)
DR. REEVES EXPECTS TO
RETURN AFTER RECESS
Will Meet Classes Again After
Christmas
Dr. W. P. Reeves, who suffered a
collapse while teaching a class over
a month ago, is rapidly regaining his
health, and is expected to take
charge of his classes again immedi-
ately after the Christmas vacation.
The head of Kenyon's English de-
partment is on his feet again after
returning from the hospital in Mt.
Vernon on the day after Thanksgiv-
ing but is at present forced to take
life easy. He is able to read, but
finds intensive study too tiring to
accomplish much of it. He is allowed
to take short walks but can not drive
his car as yet.
Dr. Reeves, who had always been
in the best of health previous to his
collapse, says that a man who is
having to look after his health con-
tinually is never struck as sudden
ly and seriously as he was, because
a healthy person never expects such
an attack nor guards against it.
lIJIItKll 16. 19
JAMES D. HANCOCK,
OLD ALUMNUS-DIE-S
Was Kenyon Trustee And
Last Charter Member of
Alpha Delta Phi
After an eventful life of 92 years,
the Honorable James Denton Han-
cock died on October 12, 1929, at
Franklin, Pennsylvania, where the
greater part of his life was spent.
Born in Wilkes-Barr- e, Pa., on
June 9, 1837, Judge Hancock was
one of Kenyon's oldest alumni, grad-
uating with Phi Beta Kappa honors
in 1859. He was the last surviving
charter member of the Kenyon
Chapter of the Alpha Delta Phi.
Failing health had prevented him
from returning to Gambier in recent
times, but he was for many years a
familiar figure at Commencement.
A member of the Board of Trustees
of Kenyon College from 1907 to 1913,
the degree of Doctor of Laws was
conferred upon Judge Hancock in
1901.
After his graduation from Kenyon,
Mr. Hancock studied law and taught
at the University of Pittsburgh. He
was admitted to the bar in 1862 and
removed to Franklin in 1865, as it
(Continued on page three)
CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA
GIVES FINE CONCERT
Brahm's Symphony Number Two
And Wagner's Tannhauser
Played
On Wednesday evening, Nov. 20,
the Community Music Club of Mt.
Vernon presented the Cleveland
Symphony Orchestra under the di
rection of Mr. Nikolai Sokoloff. The
concert was the first of a series of
three which have been arranged for
the winter. The crowd was unusually
large and filled Memorial Hall near
ly to capacity.
The program opened with the
swiftly moving "Joyeuse Marche,"
by Emmanuel Chabrier, a jolly pic-
ture of the French carnival season
with its spirit of burlesque and gay-et- y.
The "piece de resistance" of the
(Continued on page two)
FACULTY AND STUDENTS
MAKE VACATION WHOOPEE
Mrs. Peirce and Mrs, Walton
Hostesses
On the evening of Thanksgiving
Day, those who were left on the Hill
after the regular emigration of the
students, to their homes and else-
where, gathered together in the par-
lor of Peirce Hall for a general good-tim- e.
There were over fifty present,
which is a goodly gathering, consid-
ering that only twelve of that num-
ber were Kenyon students, and that
many of the faculty were also away.
Mrs. Walton and Mrs. Peirce man-
aged the affair, and acted as hos-
tesses for the guests. After a wild
evening spent in bridge, parcheesi,
and ping-pon- g, light refreshments
were served.
an
WO. 3
OHIO STATE WINS
HANDILY 54-- 0
Fighting Kenyon Team No
Match for Heavy State
Eleven
FORWARD PASSES
Thrill Mauve Rooters.
Stock Stars
An outweighed and completely
outclassed Kenyon football team
tried its best on November 16 but
was defeated by Ohio State Univer-
sity, 54-- 0. It was a glorious oppor-
tunity for Kenyon, but the earnest
Mauve players, midgets alongside
State's huge team, found themselves
so obviously out of their element
that even a brilliantly deceptive for-
ward passing assault failed to bring
a Kenyon score.
Huston of Ohio State started the
fireworks by circling right end on
the home team's first attempt for
56 yards and a touchdown. McClure,
after a series of line plunges, crash
ed through for the next score.
Thus: It, continued throughout the
game, with the exception of the sec-
ond period, when Kenyon was able
to hold its mountainous opponent to
a single touchdown. The half ended:
State 20, Kenyon 0.
Using a reverse play and taking
advantage of blocked punts and in-
tercepted passes, State piled up an
additional 34 points the second half.
Taylor accounted for three touch-
downs, Grady and Nesser one each.
Only once, in the second quarter,
did Kenyon get within striking dis-
tance of the Ohio State goal. A long
pass, Stock to Swanson, brought
them to the defending team's 35
yard line, but here passes were bat-
ted down and the rally failed.
"Dud" Stock, playing in his home
town, once more excelled in every
department of the game. He was the
only Kenyonite in the welter of out-
weighed Mauve jerseys, to distin-
guish himself to friend and foe alike.
Several gains through the line,
splendid passing, and a strong de-
fensive game marked Stock's ef-
forts.
To be sure, the entire Kenyon
team played creditably and des-
perately. The line, at times out-
weighed by 80 to 90 pounds, stood up
remarkably well against a slashing
Ohio State attack.
NOTES OF THE GAME
Kenyon started out with a rush.
Hoyt recovered Houston's fumble
of the first punt of the game and
two passes clicked perfectly.
A pass, Stock to Sammon, and a
sneak by Herbert brought Kenyon
the initial first down of the day.
Then: State intercepted a pass
and Houston zipped around end on
the first play, 56 yards to a score!
State repeated through the line:
time, 7 minutes.
(Continued on page two)
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DR SMYTHE WRITES FOR
YALE ALUMNI WEEKLY
D. B. Douglas, Old Kenyon
President, Is Subject
The Rev. Dr. George F. Smythe,
'99, D. D. was chosen by the Yale
Alumni Weekly to write a short ar-
ticle on David Bates Douglass, Yale
1813, in the issue of November 22,
1929. Dr. Smythe has been official
Historiographer of the Diocese of
Ohio for many years, and it is
doubtless due to his having made
such careful research into the his-
tory of Kenyon College that the Yale
publication turned to him for in-
formation concerning Dr. Douglass,
who was President of Kenyon Col-
lege during the years 1841-184- 4.
Dr. Smythe begins by describing
the tablet on one of the College
Gates, in which to President Doug-
lass is given the tribute of having
"laid out and beautified the grounds,
made the Path through them, and
erected these pillars." The pun in
the quotation from Virgil, mention-
ing a "media via" in connection with
the Middle Path is pointed out. In
addition to this tablet, Dr. Smythe
cites the cases of two others, one in
Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn, the
other in Trinity Church, Geneva,
New York, in all three of which are
mentioned the admirable character-
istics of this famous Yale man.
President Douglass was graduated
from Yale in 1813, at the age of
twenty-tw- o, having specialized in
engineering work. Upon learning
that the United States Army needed
engineers, he applied for a commis-
sion immediately upon hsi gradua-
tion. In a very short time, he was
transferred to Fort Erie which was
then being besieged by the British
in the War of 1812. To Douglass,
then a Lieutenant, General Gaines
ascribed a large part of the honor of
having save4 the fort, on account of
the famous "Douglass Battery."
After the war had closed, Doug-
lass returned to West Point, where
he held the Assistant Professorship
of Natural Philosophy, becoming lat-
er the Professor of Mathematics;
finally he was made Professor of
Military and Civil Engineering. It
was during this period at West Point
that Douglass met Charles Pettit
Mcllvaine, who was Chaplain of the
Military Academy, and later Bishop
of Ohio.
Douglass was instrumental in sev-
eral engineering projects, notably
that of establishing the boundary
between the United States and
Canada, and of constructing a canal
across New Jersey.
At Dr. Mcllvaine's elevation to the
Episcopate of Ohio in 1832, Ken-
yon College was deeply in debt, its
buildings were unfinished, and a
thoroughgoing reorganization was
clearly needed. The Bishop turned to
David Bates Douglass as the man
required. Douglass became Vice-Presid- ent
of the College, with Bish-
op Mcllvaine as President. It was
not until 1840, however, that Doug-
lass accepted the call. At the re-
vision of the Constitution of Ken-
yon College, Douglass became Presi-
dent, but because of frequent dis-
agreements with the Bishop, he left
the college in 1844. In 1849 he died,
and was buried in Greenwood Ceme-
tery, which he had himself laid out.
During his tenure of office at
Kenyon, President Douglass com-
pleted and made more habitable and
attractive the interior of Old Ken-
yon; he cleared and laid out the
Campus virtually as it now stands.
In conclusion, while speaking of
the Path and the Gates, Dr. Smythe
says "The stone pillars at the gate-
way are of the most simple design,
and exactly suited to their purpose
as warders of the college park. The
whole scheme of path and pillars
testifies to a fine sense of propor-
tion, fitness, and beauty in the mind
of its creator."
THE BALKANS
(Continued from page one)
successfully instituted, and as a re-
sult, the Turks are getting rich.
Jugo-Slav- ia is troubled with internal
unrest. Serbia is still laboring under
an absolute autocracy. The Kingdom
of Hungary, in mourning, lies prac-
tically dormant. Austria is ruined
by the material loss of lines of com-
munication, and resent the ruthless
power of Czecho-Slovaki- a.
The Balkan states as a whole are
not well established and it is hard
to believe that conditions will long
remain unchanged. There is a cer-
tain amount of discontent appar-
ent and the forces of change are
looking toward Italy. As a result,
Mussolini holds power which might
some day prove formidable to the
peace of Europe.
STATE GAME NOTES
(Continued from page one)
Herbert saved a touchdown by in-
tercepting a wild pass on the 5
yard line and moving it up five more.
Stock hit tackle for seven yards, but
here State held.
An ancient and venerable auto-
mobile panted around the track
several times in the van of a tally-h- o
loaded with fans who were dress-
ed in old-ti- me costumes. The ladies
in the party waved Kenyon pen-
nants wildly, while their chariot
bore a banner reading: "We are Go-
ing to the Kenyon Game." Shades
of our grandparents!
Stock about this time cut off tack-
le for a romp of 18 yards. Five scar-
let jerseys brought him abruptly to
earth.
Bob Grady,, the Sophomore flash,
tried an end run on one of his first
attempts. He started on the Kenyon
4 yard line and after Wilhelms,
Herron, Hughes, Stock, and Herbert
had finished pushing him back, he
was on the 30 yard line. Much noise
from the Kenyon rooters.
A long pass, Stock to Swanson was
completed for 25 yards.
Taylor of Ohio State scored three
times in the second half, iWhile
another touchdown was only averted
when Kenyon's center, Johnson,
grabbed a pass out of the air near
the goal line.
Hughes, leaping high in the air,
snatched a pass from Stock to com-
plete Kenyon's tenth forward. How
he ever reached it is still a mys-
tery. Four six-foote- rs were covering
that portion of the ground for State
and all four were grouped around
Jimmy at the time.
Fesler played the entire game for
State. He was the only one to do so.
Around 35 men saw action for the
Columbus aggregation.
McElroy sneaked past the behe-
moth Barratt for a first down late
in the third period after a pass,
Stock to Brown, had gained six
yards.
Ohio State's line averaged 194
pounds; Kenyon's 154.
Statistics: Ohio gained 268 yards
in the first half; Kenyon 89. Aver-
ages: State 5.82; Kenyon 3.2.
Memories of the '80s and '90s were
revived when three old-fashion- ed bi-
cycles wheeled around the track; a
single high-wheel- er, a three seater,
and a two-seat- er made numerous
turns around the oval for the bene-
fit of the patrons.
The game was broadcast over the
radio through the Ohio State Uni-
versity station.
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN
CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA
(Continued from page one)
performance was the Symphony
Number Two, in D Major, by Jo-
hannes Brahms. The work is dis-
tinctly Hungarian, with the native
dances cropping out at various
points in the four movements, of
which the second is of unusual
beauty. The four movements are the
"Allegro," "Adagio," "Allegretto
graziozo," and "Allegro con spirited."
An intermission followed the sym-
phony.
Two excerpts from "Le Carnaval
du Parnasse," by DeMondonville,
were played after a short talk by
Conductor Sokoloff, pointing out
features of interest in the num-
ber. "Le Carnaval" is dedicated to
Madame Pompadour and is a rondo
of the eighteenth century style.
Rivier's "Overture to Don Quix-
ote," written in 1929, was rendered
for the third time by the orchestra.
The work is distinctly modern, as
Mr. Sokoloff pointed out in another
informal speech, and is a rather hu-
morous burlesque. Supposedly pos-trayi- ng
the Cervantes hero in twen-
tieth century music. With the "Ov-
erture to Tannhauser" by Wagner
as a finale, the concert ended in a
burst of brass and tympani.
Orchestral music of quality is al-
ways a treat to Kenyon men; a con-
cert such as that rendered by the
Cleveland Orchestra was worth a
journey of miles. On Tuesday even-
ing, Dec. 17; the Community Music
Club will present the second per-
formance of the series, in the per-
son of Madame Claire Dux, lyric
soprano.
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
(Continued from page one)
schools of those who did attend are:
David D. DeWeese, 3020 Hunting-
ton Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio,
Shaker Heights High School.
Joe Royon, 2946 Manchester Road,
Shaker Heights, Ohio, Shaker
Heights High School.
Jack May, 18815 Oxford Road,
Shaker Heights, Ohio, Shaker
Heights High School.
Bernard D. DeWeese, Jr., 3020
Huntington Road, Shaker Heights,
Ohio, Shaker Heights High School.
Maurice H. Farrell, 3529 Pape Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Withrow High
School.
Harold W. Gear, 3261 Nash Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Withrow High
School.
Don Spindler, 631 Kenwood Ave.,
Dayton, Ohio.
George Kling, 39 Grafton Ave.,
Dayton, Ohio.
Merrill McNamee, 9404 Forrest
Ave., Evanston, 111.
Bob Craig, 1523 Grand Ave., Day-
ton, Ohio.
Sam McCray, 1235 E. Harvard
Blvd., Dayton, Ohio.
Bruce W. Kenyon, 50 King Muir
Road, Lake Forest, 111.
Ralph Harris, 619 E. Vine Street,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Mt. Vernon High
School.
Leonard Swanson, 112 E. Curtis
St., Me. Vernon, Ohio, Mt. Vernon
High School.
James Walker, 500 E. Vine Street,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Mt. Vernon High
School.
Fred Baltzell, 117 S. Catherine St.,
Mt. Vernon, O., Mt. Vernon High
School.
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GARBER'S
SHOE SHOP
15 S. Mulberry St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
FOREIGN RELATIONS
(Continued from page one)
It is to be hoped that Kenyon will
be represented in the next delega-
tion which goes to Europe.
In the meantime, the Club will
follow a program of study and pre-
paration for participation in the
model League of Nations Assembly,
which is to be held next spring at
the University of Cincinnati.
CLAUDE MEEKER
t
(Continued from page one)
a private citizen and a public ser-
vant. He was born in Columbus, De-
cember 29, 1861. He descended from
a family that was numbered among
the first colonists from England, and
was the son of George W. Meeker,
lawyer, writer and public official.
It was destined that he follow in the
footsteps of his father as a writer
and a leader in the affairs of men.
After completing his studies in the
public schools of Columbus, the Col-
lege of Nebraska and E. K. Bryan's
Business College he entered news-
paper work at the age of eighteen.
In the course of his newspaper ca-
reer he wrote for many of the lead-
ing publications throughout the
country including THE NEW YORK
WORLD, CHICAGO TRIBUNE,
BOSTON GLOBE, WASHINGTON
POST, and the Cincinnati newspa-
pers. It was as chief political writer
for the Cincinnati Enquirer that he
earned a reputation for political
shrewdness and discernment that
gained him the post of secretary to
Patronize Our
Advertisers
Governor James E. Campbell jof
Ohio in 1890-9- 1. Broader contacts
and the recognition of influential
leaders led to Mr. Meeker's appoint-
ment by President Grover Cleveland
in 1893 as U. S. Consul to Bradford,
Yorkshire, England, the largest wool
center in the world.
While in England he turned again
to literature. Bradford, being near
the birthplace of the famous Bronte
sisters, gave him an opportunity to
write a series of articles on "Ha-wort- h,
the Home of the Brontes"
which were published in book form
in 1895.
When he returned to this country
in 1897 he founded the Claude
Meeker brokerage firm which now
exists in Columbus. Since that time
he was noticeably prominent in po-
litical circles. The most thrilling ex-
perience which his friends can re-
call was the conclusion of the roll
call at the Democratic Convention
at Huston. Mr. Meeker furnished
the climax of the convention when
he brought the honor of nominating
Alfred Smith for the state of Ohio.
The funeral was held Tuesday,
December 10, at the Meeker home,
"Melrose Place" in Bexley, Colum-
bus. The college was well represent-
ed by faculty members and
A. G. SCOTT
Dry Goods Groceries
General Merchandise
College Views
Gambier, Ohio
C. B. GESSLING
New and Used Furniture
Phone 499-Blu- e
NEW PARLOR SUITES
116 W. High St., Mt. Vernon ,0.
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Any Business Suit, Tuxedo and Pull Dress Suit)
Always tHe Same Frice I
ALL $22.50 I
The Richman Brothers Company
I 234 S. Main St. Mt. Vernon, O.
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"THE ALCOVE"
Welcomes You j
Mt. Vernon's Newest and Finest Restaurant
Breakfast 7 a. m. to 9:30
Luncheon 11 a. m. to 2 :30 p. m.
Dinner 5 p. m. to 8 :30 p. m.
Surlas & Francis (
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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PITKIN'S RESTAURANT
"Service With a Smile"
Main Street Mt. Vernon i
Kilkenney & Rinehart
Fashion Park Clothes
Everything in Furnishings
Agency at "Commons Shop"
Cor. Main and Vine Mt. Vernon, Ohio
ALUMNI
'09 Dr. L. R. Brigman, who holds
a pediatric clinic at 13051 Euclid
avenue, East Cleveland, O., success-
fully conducted a membership cam-
paign for the new Cleveland Club.
The club is building the most elab-
orate club plant in Cleveland near
University Circle.
'11 Harry Burton, formerly ed-
itor of McCall's (in which job he was
the highest paid magazine editor in
the world) now is promotion man-
ager of Alfred A. Knolf, Inc., pub-
lisher, 730 Fifth Avenue, New York.
17 The Rev. James Perneth de
Wolfe, rector of the St. Andrew's
Episcopal Church, Kansas City, Mo.,
has seen completed his new $300,000
"cathedral type" church building in
Kansas City's exclusive Country
Club district. This is not the lar-
gest, but is commonly acclaimed the
most beautiul, church building in
the Missouri Valley.
'17 J. Atler (Tillie) Schafer now
has an heir, named Atler but not
Junior. He already had a daughter.
Schafer's offices (The Schafer-Su- hr
Coal Co.) have moved from the
Cuyahoga building to the William-
son building, Cleveland.
'17 Franklin St. Clair Shoffstalyl
has turned over his post as produc-
tion superintendent of the Eljen
California Company, manufactur-
ers of plumbing fixtures, to a succes-
sor and two assistants, and taken
office as Southern California sales
manager of the same concern. His
office is at South Alameda Street
at 41st Street, Los Angeles.
'18 Mahlon L. (Pink) Henderson
writes editorials and a column for
the Daily Jeffersonian, Cambridge,
Ohio.
"21 Benton William Davis last
spring was married to Miss Mary
Haines of Saint Charles, 111., where
Davis is sales engineer of the Forced
Underfiring Corporation.
'21 On Wednesday evening, No-
vember 20th, Walter B. Bennett will
be married to Miss Beulah Ellis of
Kansas City by the Reverend James
P. de Wolfe, '17, at St. Andrews
Episcopal Church, Meyer Blvd. and
Wornall Road, Kansas City, Mo.
Miss Ellis is a mighty charming
young lady. She attended North-
western and received her degree
from the University of Missouri.
She and Walter will of course make
their home at Kansas City where
Walter is a member of the faculty
of Pembroke School for Boys, an
exclusive private school of an ap-
proximate enrollment of 200, lo-
cated in Kansas City.
'23 George W. Bowman, a for-
mer president of the Kenyon As-
sembly, and Mrs. Bowman, of
Greenville, Ohio, are the parents of
a son, George, Jr., born November
15.
'23 James H. Fitch has accepted
a new position with the Firestone
Tire & Rubber Company. After act-
ing for a year as Special Represen-
tative in the Vice President's office,
he has been made Manager of .the
Firestone Service Stores, Inc., at
Mansfield, Ohio.
'26 John Porter Castleberry, '26,
and Mrs. Castleberry are the par-
ents of a son, born November 28.
Their home is in Cincinnati.
G. C. WILLIAMS, '16,
ACCEPTS NEW POST
Moves To St. Mark's, Glen Elyn
The Rev. Gowan C. Williams, '16,
rector of St. Luke's Episcopal
Church, Des Moines, Iowa, became
rector of St. Mark's Episcopal
Church, Glen Elyn, 111., a suburb
of Chicago, Nov. 15. The Rev. Mr.
Williams, who is a nephew of the
late Bishop Williams of Nebraska,
has, in his eight years as rector of
St. Luke's Church received recogni-
tion in the diocese of Iowa for out-
standing work in the constructive
program of the church, serving on
the bishop and the council since its
creation in Iowa, and as member of
the board of missions, and later as
member of the department of mis-
sions.
Among other posts held by the
retired pastor was that of chairman
of the Ames student center cam-
paign, in which he was successful in
raising by oversubscription a sum of
$77,000, for construction of the stu-
dent center at Iowa State College.
In going to St. Mark's Church in
Glen Elyn, the Rev. Mr. Williams
accepts a larger post offering exten-
sive opportunity in further develop-
ment work, since that parish is now
contemplating the double task of en-
larging both membership and build-
ing facilities, a work with which he
was long identified at Des Moines.
HANCOCK
(Continued from page one)
proved, for the remainder of his life.
Mr. Hancock's activities included
business, politics, the church, and
more particularly the intellectual
and finer qualities of society. He re-
tained his interest in Kenyon Col-
lege until his death, and his most
pleasant memories were of his early
days in Gambier.
During the active years of his
life, Judge Hancock was attorney
for a number of railroads; director
of many corporations, and at one
time President of the Venango
County Bar Association. In politics
he was a staunch member of the
Democratic party, being a delegate
to the national convention at Indi-
anapolis in 1896. He was prominent
in the tariff reform movement and
because of his efforts was chosen an
honorary member of the Cobden
Club of England. A member of a
family which had been in Pennsyl-
vania for 135 years, Mr. Hancock
was at one time President of the
Pennsylvania Society of the Sons of
the American Revolution. His grand-
father was one of those enumerated
in the first United States census in
1792.
Mr. Hancock was a communicant
of St. John's Church of Franklin
and was a vestryman for many
years. His son, Lawrence P. Han-
cock of Buffalo, N. Y., is a gradu-
ate of the class of 1887 at Kenyon.
Besides his son, Judge Hancock is
survived by his daughters, Mrs. Ella
C. Williamson and Mary Elizabeth
Hancock.
ALUMNI REPORT
(Continued from page one)
son, Ralph C. Ringwalt, R. A. Weav-
er, and Fred H. Zinn.
Mr. Charles C. Wright, after pre-
senting the Treasurer's report, told,
as Secretary, of the work being done
by the General Office of the Alum-
ni Council in Cleveland. A new sys-
tem is being installed and a very
complete canvass of the alumni has
been made for the purpose of secur-
ing new subscribers to the Council
and collecting pledges of those who
have already subscribed. It is felt
that the alumni generally are tak-
ing a hearty interest in the work be
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ing done and that many of those
who have not already signed up and
subscribed will soon do so. Splendid
progress has been made thus far.
Mr. Fred H. Zinn, Chairman of
the Athletics Committee, told of the
activities of this year, reporting in
addition the financial status of the
Council in relation to the College
Assembly. Mr. Zinn also made in-
teresting statements of the number
of students who have taken part in
athletics during the past year.
The Council then enjoyed a brief
aaaress Dy resident feirce. Alter
discussing College activities, he ask-
ed the help of the Council in select-
ing desirable boys for prospective
Kenyon students. He also urged the
Council's support in providing en-
dowment for the increase of faculty
salaries.
Mr. Carl R. Ganter, Chairman of
the Committee on Fraternities, an-
nounced that at a recent meeting,
the Pan-Hellen- ic Council of the Un-
dergraduates acted on the proposal
to defer fraternity initiations to the
beginning of the sophomore year of
the initiates, and passed the fol-
lowing resolution:
No student shall be initiated be-
fore October 1 of his sophomore
year, nor until he shall have at-
tained full sophomore standing
as interpreted by the College au-
thorities.
This plan is to go into effect in the
fall of 1930, beginning with the col-
lege year 1930-3- 1.
The various local alumni associa-
tions sent in reports through their
representatives: Mr. Alfred R.
Granger for Chicago; Mr. Robert A.
Cline for Cincinnati; Mr. Don C.
Wheaton for The East; Mr. James
A. Nelson for Knox County; Mr.
Fred H. Zinn for Northwestern
Ohio; Mr. Matthew F. Maury for
Philadelphia; Mr. Edgar G. Mar-
tin for the Firelands; Mr. R. A.
Weaver for Northern Ohio.
Mr. R. A. Weaver, Chairman of
the Finance Committee, told of the
work of the Cleveland office. He an-
nounced the total number of sub-
scribers to the Council as 537, of
whom 175 have enrolled during 1929.
Since the first of the year, five let-
ters have been sent to all alumni,
soliciting support in the work the
Council has undertaken. Each alum-
nus has also received the Alumni
Report in booklet form, and an at-
tractive reprint from the Cleveland
Bystander, describing the dedica-
tion of Peirce Hall.
In the absence of the Chairman,
Mr. Wilbur L. Cummings, Mr. Gan-
ter made a brief report for the spe-
cial Committee on Faculty Salaries.
The Council then voted to en-
dorse the effort of the College to
secure new students of the proper
qualifications, as suggested by Pres-
ident Peirce.
Officers of the Council elected for
the ensuing year were: Thomas J.
Goddard, President; Earl D. Babst,
Vice-Preside- nt; Charles C. Wright,
Secretary-Treasure- r; Philip W. Tim-berlak- e,
Assistant Secretary.
Mr. Earl D. Babst was elected to
the Executive Committee.
Members-at-Larg- e elected for one
year were: Dr. J. R. Belter, Messrs.
J. Edward Good, Ralph C. Ringwalt,
p. B. Stanbery, and Charles C.
Wright.
Announcement was made by Pres-
ident Goddard of the following ap-
pointments as chairmen of standing
committees: Athletics, Mr. Fred H.
Zinn; Publications, Mr. Ralph C.
Ringwalt; Fraternities, Mr. Carl R.
Ganter; Finance, Mr. R. A. Weaver.
Members of the Council attended
the football game on Saturday af-
ternoon and spent Sunday looking
up friends in College. The Annual
Fall Meeting of the Council in Gam-
bier is becoming a feature of in-
terest and benefit, not only to the
alumni but to the undergraduates
and all those connected with the
College.
Don't Fail to Visit
DAVIES SECOND HAND
STORE
12 E. Gambier St.
Anything you want at the right
price.
JACK AND FRED
GARAGE
ROAD SERVICE
Phone 1249 Mt. Vernon, 0.
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j MARDIS MUSIC STORE I
Home of Victor and Brunswick
I ALWAYS THE LATEST RECORDS
I West Side Public Square Mt. Vernon, Ohio I
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MRS. CRAWFORD
I AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL
First Class Hand Laundry Done. Buttons Sewed On. Socks
Darned and Everything: Mended At No Additional Charge. 1
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JUL H,JFL clcLad i oTHE CHOICE OF
I KNECHT-FEENE- Y ELECTRIC CO.
Established 1912
" Complete Line of Lamps and Shades
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Mt. Vernon Radio Go. I
J Majestic Victor
Radiola Zenith I
I Victor Records I
I W. Paul Crise Geo. W. Crise -
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MILK BUTTER
ICE CREAM
Health and strength come from the liberal use of I
dairy products.
In proportion to the food value contained, dairy
products are the lowest priced foods.
I JEWELL ICE CREAM & MILK CO.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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ED. WUCHNER
TAILOR I
CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
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LOREY'S
DRUGSTORE
115 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
DRUGS
TOILET ARTICLES
CIGARS TOBACCOS
CIGARETTES
THE EXPERTS
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CLAUDE
MEEKER
The Collegian wishes to join the
relatives and friends of Claude
Meeker in expressing heartfelt sor-
row for the loss of one of the out-
standing figures in Ohio's politics
and journalism. Mr. Meeker was a
staunch friend of Kenyon College.
Thanks to his unceasing generosity
many of the improvements on the
Hill were consummated. He was
directly responsible for a fine parlor
in North Leonard and for the reno-
vation of the President's offices in
Ascension Hall. In his going Ken-
yon College loses a firm friend, but
a splendid figure is handed down to
posterity.
"MURDER
ON THE. HILL"
The first installment of that
thrilling, gripping detective mys- -
terystory, "Murder On The Hill,"
appears in this issue. Frankly, it
speaks for itself. Every Kenyon-it- e
will want to read it from start to
finish. When it was presented to us
for publication we perused it avidly
wondering how the darn thing was
coming out. As a matter of fact,
you may not know for some time.
The authors themselves haven't the
slightest idea how it's going to end.
It's that kind of a mystery story!
The whole thing began when Dr.
Timberlake rashly agreed to finish
anything his class in English 48
would begin. So the class, with
ghoulish humor, concocted a murder
mystery in which Dr. Timberlake
plays the important part of the
murdered man, the corpse. The idea
of course, was to get Dr. Timberlake
to solve the manner of his own
death. In the meantime the "Murd-
er On The Hill" runs on and on,
while Collegian readers, we presume,
palpitate with excitement.
LARWILL
LECTURES
The schedule of the Larwill Lec
tures recently posted for the College
has begun well and promises to be
of even more interest in the fu
ture. The committee which selects
the speakers has shown a genius for
selection, as their schedule proves.
One suggestion only we have to
make. It would seem that the
science departments are left very
much in the lurch when selection of
lecturers are made. If memory
serves us rightly, one of the most
interesting and instructive talks
during the past four years was
lecture on liquid air. It was not,
moreover, sponsored by the Larwill
Committee. It does seem a little
unfair that those of the undergrad
uates who are scientifically minded
are not given something more to
their tastes.
FOOTBALL
IN RETROSPECT
The football season of 1929 is over
as far as Kenyon is concerned
Needless to say ,it was a most grati
fying one to Mauve supporters, for
they looked upon the best Kenyon
football team in five years. To the
new men this means nothing; to up-perclass- men,
and especially seniors,
it means the beginning of a new or-
der of things. If the past football
season is any criterion, and we be-
lieve it is, athletics at Kenyon are
at last on the up-grad- e. It was
bound to happen eventually, of
course, but it is good to know that
the renaissance is already here.
We have little but praise for the
men who played on the team and
for the men who coached it. The
material was better, to be sure; but
the outfit looked more like a foot-
ball team than anything we have
seen playing for Kenyon. It was a
team and not a group of individuals.
This may have been the result of
improved coaching methods, but we
think not. It was in the men them-
selves.
There is seldom much criticism of
a winning outfit. While Kenyon's
1929 football team may not literal-
ly be counted such in winning 3 of
9 games, in the minds of the student
body it was all of that. In the past
much has been said concerning pol-
itics in Kenyon athletics, of favor-
itism and unfairness by coaches and
players. This year, with few ex-
ceptions, that complaint has been
conspicuous by its absence, and we
do not feel qualified to take sides
on the one or two charges that have
appeared. We feel, in short, that
the alumni and friends of Kenyon
athletics should know of the un-
qualified faith that Kenyon stu-
dents have in the present coaching
staff. It is a note which was. miss-
ing for many years.
The team proved itself a fighting
one. In every game it was out
weighed, sometimes sadly, but tried
to make up for this handicap with
speed and "guts." No paean of
praise would be complete without
mention of Gordon Hulman, who
captained the team. Generally op
posed by men of far greater size if
not ability, he seldom received, even
in the Collegian, proper, recogni
tion. His play in the Muskingum
game, when every move brought
torture from a badly injured knee,
was remarkable. Had Kenyon been
led by men of his type a few years
ago there would have been fewer
"lost causes."
One suggestion only we have to
make for Kenyon teams of the fu-
ture. Some great Mauve football
teams are obviously in the offing; it
would be criminal to mar these years
with cases of swelled head. A few
evidences of this blight have already
appeared, on two occasions at least
to kill all chances for victory; but
we are confident that good coach-
ing will keep that sort of thing down
to a minimum. It will have to if
Kenyon hopes to get anywhere.
Without a doubt, however, this
team of 1929 was a good one, and
Kenyon man should feel proud of it
IN NUCE
Here is the Commons squabble in
a nutshell: the student body was
heard to complain, bitterly at times,
of methods indulged in by the man-
agement of Peirce Hall. The Col-
legian voiced these complaints, and
in so doing drew down upon it the
displeasure of a few of the alumni
and of others, who do not matter. In
an effort to get the whole thing over
with and present "the other side"
of the matter the Editor obtained
an interview with Mrs. Charlotte
Trainor, manager of the Commons.
We found Mrs. Trainor most agree-
able, and a number of quite satis- -
factory agreements were reached.
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It would not be inappropriate to di-
vulge some of them.
(1) Mrs. Trainor declined to com-
mit herself concerning either the
advantages or disadvantages of per-
manent seating in the dining room
of Peirce Hall. The idea, moreover,
did not emanate from her.
(2) Every effort will be made to
improve breakfasts at the Commons.
Better eggs and coffee are prom-
ised.
(3) While the matter of veget-
ables, especially greens, is a difficult
one to handle, every effort will be
made to supply more of this food
in place of cheese, spaghetti and
rice.
(4) If the students do not like
boloney, sausages, and hash two or
three times a week, these dishes
will be served less often in the din
ing hall.
(5) Sunday breakfasts cannot be
served later than nine o clock, lor a
later morning meal would sadly in
terfere with Sunday dinner.
(6) If the coffee, for reasons un-
known, is far inferior to that served
in the Cafeteria, efforts will be
made to improve it.
(7) Certain desserts, disliked by
the students, wil gradually become
less and less noticeable.
(8) The south door to Peirce Hall
is no concern of the students; the
rule about its use remains in force.
As these are the main points of
irritation between College and Com-
mons, and as reforms and altera-
tions have been so gracefully grant-
ed, the College feels that further
comment is unnecessary.
DOG DAYS
We note with considerable per-
turbation the latest edict from the
Episcopal chancel. It is one which
is sure to arouse in the breasts of
some a cold fear, an awful gnawing
at the heart. Especially will mem-
bers of that select group of Chapel
devotees, the I Will Arise Club, find
themselves tottering on the brink
of ruin if this latest threat is car-
ried out. It is an interesting prob-
lem.
The whole thing came about in a
most peculiar manner. Some poor,
homeless, irreverent puppy waif,
seeking perchance surcease from
worldly cares as well as protection
from Gambier's winter weather, one
gloomy mom wandered into and
among the worshippers at Kenyon's
chapel. His presence was greeted
with as much solemnity as one can
muster under the circumstances:
Mr. Bruce Mansfield, lariat in hand,
snared the poor wretch and hauled
him out into the cold.
Unfortunately, for members of the
Club, the affair did not end there.
Our worthy Chaplain, comporting
himself with praise-worth- y dignity,
then gave utterance to the follow
ing sinister threat, while the aud-
ience trembled in their seats.
"In the future," said he, "when
nomad canines make their appear-
ances in this House, invited or not,
the owner thereof shall be the re-
cipient of two Chapel cuts; further-
more, in the event that no master
comes to claim him, he constitu-
tional division to which he owes his
allegiance shall be given one Chapel
cut for each of its members; and
finally, in the unlikely event that
no constitutional division lays claim
to the beast, every member of the
College shall receive one Chapel
cut." Having enunciated the pre-
amble, the body and the epilogue of
this Bull, our worthy Chaplain then
went way back and sat down, leav-
ing the members of the I Will Arise
Club to wonder Just when the blow
,will fall.
TO THE
ALUMNI
The Alumni at various times have
expresed displeasure over what they
have considered lack of interest in
alumni matters by the Collegian. It
is for their benefit that we append
these words.
For years the Collegian has been
forced to rely upon two or three un-
certain sources for news of the
alumni body. Mr. Dave Bowman in
Cincinnati, the Alumni Secretary,
and one or two others are the only
ones who have taken the time to
inform us of what is going on out-
side. Even then, the Alumni Secre-
tary, who should be the very one to
supply information, has been hamp-
ered by lack of authority in pub-
licity matters, Stories, articles,
anecdotes have occasionally seeped
in, but only occasionally. From
these tidbits the alumni have re-
quested one and even two full pages
in the Collegian. It is impossible.
By expanding and enlarging on our
information we have sometimes
been able to present two columns.
In the June issue there was, thanks
to Dr. Timberlake, a full page.
Quite naturally, we suppose, there
has grown up the impression that
the Collegian was not interested in
matters which did not directly af-
fect the student body. Nothing could
be farther from the truth. While
we still contend that the Collegian
is primarily an organ for the under-
graduates, we realize that it is the
one means of communication be-
tween College and Alumni. For
that reason we want to make it as
interesting as possible for the latter.
Fortunately, the Alumni Council
have formed a Publicity Committee.
Mr. Ringwalt, its chairman, has
proved extremely sympathetic and
helpful, and we anticipate co-operat- ion
with that branch of the
alumni body. In addition, the Col-
legian is making a plea to the var-
ious alumni secretaries in an effort
to acquire their help in the matter
of news. If each of these men, as
well as any others who have inter
esting information, will pass on to
the Collegian each month the de
tails of their activities, we are sure
that alumni news will fill two good
pages in every isue. Until they do,
however, we feel that the onus rests
on the alumni and not on the Col-
legian.
HO, HUM!
On November 25 the Collegian's
first rival publication made its
maiden voyage. "The Chaser," its
editorial board clothed in anonimity,
proved to be just an old meanie. One
remark only we will make. The shoe
evidently fitted well, and someone
put it on.
H. KELLY DAVIES '08,
GETS MASONIC HONOR
Alumni will be interested in the
recent honor given H. Kelly Davies
of Columbus, Ohio. Mr. Davies was
elected worshipful master of David
N. Kinsman Lodge of Masons in Co
lumbus. He graduated from the Ken
yon Military Academy in 1904, and
received the Philosophical degree
from Kenyon in 1908. He is the son
of the late Dr. D. F. Davies, who was
a professor of Dogmatic Theology
at Bexley for many years.
Mr. Davies is prominent in busi-
ness, architectural, and engineering
circles in Columbus. He was largely
responsible for the building of the
Episcopalian Chapel near the uni-
versity in Columbus. Mr. Davies
drew plans for the parlor in South
Leonard Hall, and personally super-
vised the construction of the Beta
lodge. While in Kenyon, Mr. Davies
was a member of Beta Theta Pi
fraternity.
"SHOW BOAT" STAR
IS KENYON GRAD
Otis Harlan Graduated in '87
Otis Harlan, who plays the im-
portant part of Captain Andy
Hawks in "Show Boat," the screen
version of Edna Ferber's famous
novel by that name, is an alumnus
of Kenyon in the Class of '87, and
a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
It was shortly after he left Ken-
yon that he first met Charles H.
Hoyt, who induced him to enter his
company. So successful did ne prove
as an actor that at the end of the
first year Hoyt wrote a special play
for him.
Then followed years of trouping,
five times abroad. He was Tom
Jones in "What Happened to Jones"
in his slimmer days, and when his
figure no longeer fitted the part he
became Ebenezer Goodly, the role
he played in the screen comedy.
He played with Weber and Fields,
with Anna Held and with Elsie
Janis. He began his screen career
in 1920.
SENIORS ENTERTAINED
AT CROMWELL COTTAGE
Bridge and Dancing for Seniors
Cromwell Cottage, the home of
President and Mrs. Peirce, has been
the scene of many delightful even-
ings of entertainment recently for
the men of the class of nineteen
thirty. Every member of the class
has been invited to one of the three
parties given for them, and as the
hostess herself puts it, "Every mem-
ber of the faculty has been here
anywhere from one to five times,
and a group of Harcourt girls has
also been entertained two or three
times."
Military bridge and dancing have
been the chief source of amusement
throughout the parties.
Mrs. Peirce has her own favorite,
and somewhat unique, method of in-
viting the guests for these senior
class social functions. She invites the
men in an informal manner as the
spirit moves her, rather than invit
ing them as if discharging a per-
functory duty. It is her- - idea that
the entertainment of the seniors is
not to become necessarily a regu-
larly established duty with her, to
be done once each year, but that
she may invite the upperclassmen,
inasmuch as she is, of course, so
much better acquainted with them.
LARWILL LECTURES
The committee on selection of
the Larwill Lectures has an-
nounced the following program
for the year:
December 12: "Zionism" by Am-ee- n
Rihani, Arab
poet and states-
man.
December 13: "Cultural Tenden-
cies in After-W- ar
Germany" by Dr.
Friederich Scho-eneman- n,
Univer-
sity of Berlin.
January 24: "What the British
Labor Govern-
ment is Doing" by
Norman Angell,
English author
and journalist.
Februarj 26: "Shall the 1Peace
Treaties be Revis-
ed?" by Alexis de
Boer, Justice of
the Supreme
Court of Hungary.
March 6: "Russia Revisited" by
Major General
Victor
EDITOR'S NOTE: "Murder on The
Hill" is a novelette mystery story
written by members of the class inEnglish 48. Dr. Timberlake will at-
tempt to solve the mystery, and his
solution will appear in the January
issue. In the meantime, continue atyour own risk.
Chapter I
(MIRDEH OX THE HILL)
Dr. Loophole replaced his stethos-
cope in his satchel, and stood for a
moment contemplating the features
of the dead man. He turned to the
other occupant of the room with a
sympathetic shake of the head.
"Heart disease, Mr. Clinker wade.
"Heart disease. It's a shame for such
a promising- - young- - scholar as Dr.
Woodenwater to meet so untimely
mi end. I understand he had about
completed his treatise on Shelley.
'Ethereal Bard' was the title, was it
not?"
Mr. Clinkerwade ignored the ques-
tion. His face betrayed emotions of
anger mixed with grief, as he forced
himself with an effort to speak.
f .
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THE CORPSE
Dr. Sol. Woodenwater
"Doctor, I have known Dr. Wood-
enwater more intimately, perhaps,
than any other man on the collegefaculty. And I do not believe that
my colleague met a natural death.
"He was a man who did not hesi-
tate to speak his thoughts, and for
this very reason there were some
who might have wished him else-
where. Can't we have an autopsy?"
"That is something the law does
not permit me to do," replied Dr.
Loophole. "It is solely within theprovince of the coroner's office. Ifyou can show a reasonable doubt,
and if the dead man's relatives are
willing, the coroner will perform
an autopsy. Though, as far as I can
see, young Dr. Woodenwater died of
heart disease I should say, about
three days ago."
Mr. Clinkerwade accompanied
the physician to his car, and then
hurried off to report to the collegepresident.
President Purse looked up fromhis study desk as the diminutiveprofessor of Romance Languages
entered the room.
"Come right in, Mr. Clinkerwade,"
he greeted cordially. "I've been
expecting you."
Deep lines entrenched his kindly
face, accrued through thirty-fou- ryears of unselfish devotion to the
best interests of Canyon College. He
waited patiently till his visitor had
seated himself.
"Now Mr. Clinkerwade, tell me,please, all you know about this tra-
gedy in our midst. I am vitally in-
terested, and then, of course I must
have the particulars for Dr. Wood-enwater- 'sfamily."
"There is a great deal that you
ought to know," began Mr. Clinker-
wade. "But, perhaps it would be bet-
ter if I related it in chronological
order.
"Dr. Woodenwater did not attend
classes yesterday, and when I in-quired at his rooms last night I
found that he had not been there
since Saturday morning three days
ago, when he had left for the col-lege. I knew that he planned to
spend the week-en- d with his par-
ents, and thinking he might be ill,
I 'phoned his home in Steuben ville.
His family, I discovered, were more
worried than I, for they had expect- -prl him and he had not shown UP.
"This morning, after I had break-
fasted at the Commons, I was cross-ing the campus to meet my eight
o'clock class. It rained quite hardlast night, as you recall, and con-trary to my custom, I followed the
road back of Ascension Hall instead
of taking a short cut across thelawn. I noticed that Dr. Wooden-water'- s
roadster was standing near
the south entrance of the building
and, to my dismay, that there were
no tire tracks in the mud, beside
the car.
"Considerably perturbed, I went to
Dr. Woodenwater's study on the
third floor. The door was closed and
locked. I hammered on the panels
for two or three minutes, but get-
ting no reply I descended to the
basement where I found Mr. White,
the janitor.
"You will understand my fears,
President Purse, when I explain that
in all the years I have known Dr.Woodenwater, the door of his study
has never been locked. He wantedhis library available to his students
at any time, and many of them used
to prepare their lessons there in the
evening.
"Mr. White opened the door withhis master key, and we found Dr.Woodenwater sitting at his desk
with a copy of Aeschylus In his lap.
I thought he might only be sleeping,but when I grasped his shoulder 1
realized rigor mortis had set in.
"It was then that I notified you,
and Dr. Loophole was called."
President Purse tapped his fin-gers on the glass desk top
"And what did the doctor have tosay, Mr. Clinkerwade?"
"Heart disease. But I believe thatDr. Woodenwater was murdered!"
"Why?" President Purse was vis-ibly amused by the unsuppressed
excitement of the dapper little pro-fessor. "Wouldn't you say that wasa rather original way to kill a
man ?"
Mr. Clinkerwade flushed at hissuperior's irony.
"He might have been poisoned, or
something else dreadful," he sug-gested.
"Well who would want to poisonhim ?"
"Frankly, Dr. Purse, I cannot con-
ceive of any one wanting to kill Dr.Woodenwater, much less actuallykilling him. Yet there are too many
strange angles to this affair for me
to sit quietly and let them pass Dr.Woodenwater's death off as 'heartdisease'."
Mr. Clinkerwade struggled to con-
trol himself, while his face flushedfrom red to purple.
"And I do know this," he criedpetulantly. "Dr. Woodenwater was
in fear of his life. Only last week at
the dinner table he whispered to me
that Dr. Sadbuggy would be thedeath of his yet."
"Perhaps," replied the President
slowly, "perhaps Dr. Woodenwater
meant that he was having consider-
able amusement at our Creek pro-
fessor's expense?"Chagrined, Mr. Clinkerwade bit
his lip. Then triumphantly, he de-
clared:
"Of course, Canyon professors are
accustomed to thrust Oriental dag-gers through chair seats, riddle win-
dow panes with bullet holes, andpickle cabbages in wastebaskets
not to mention piling whisky bottles
on desks."
"Now that you mention it," inter-
rupted President Purse, "1 should
sav it was most singular for Dr.
Woodenwater to keep liquor in his
study. Do vou mean to tell me that
'you observed all these outlandish
things in the room where-er-th- e
dead man was found?"
"Certainly I do, and there are a
lot of other peculiarities about that
studv which I don't like in the
least."
The President gently tapped hisfingers together as he pondered.
You know, Mr. Clinkerwade, it
appears to me that an investigation
into these peculiar circumstances
surrounding Dr. Woodenwater's
death is imperative. Since the fac-
ulty does not meet until tomorrow
evening, mav I suggest that you
with Dr. Bullem, who did such fine
detective work in the West Wing
case, and Dr. Gigg, who is, as you
know, one of the foremost psychia-
trists in institutional education,form a committee of three to un-
ravel the mystery? I shall look for-
ward to your report at the faculty
meeting."
Chapter II
("KILLRD FOR RANSOM")
Scratching his beard, Dr. Bullem,
universal bridge authority and
sleuth extraordinary, inspected withpracticed eve the study of the un-
fortunate Dr. Woodenwater. He had
entered into the investigation withfanatic zeal, confident that his su-perior powers of perception and de-
duction would make short work of
the mystery.
Mr. Clinkerwade, lounging in the
doorwav, o'bserved his master-minde- d
coileague with ill-concea- led
amusement, and snickered tactless-
ly when Dr. Bullem unfolded a car-penter's rule. Moving about on hands
and knees, the mathematician-detectiv- e
noted the dimensions of every
object in the room, copying themlaboriously in a leather-boun- d note-
book. With plumb-lin- e and pocket
compass, he wrestled a jumble of
trigonometric functions into a stud-
ied disorder of memoranda.
"And now, Hawkshaw," offered
Mr. Clinkerwade with mock gravity.
"Wouldst please your honor to di-
vulge what hast deduced?"
"I'll tolerate no tomfoolery, sir!
p
snapped Dr. Sol Bullem. Then con-descendingly, "However, the case on
the whole, and in its entirety, is
verv simple, after all.
"Firstly a man has been killed.
This we know. Secondly, he died by
the hand of another. Our theorem
is- - Who, what and why did the mur-
der'' Our conclusion is evident. Dr.Woodenwater's death is the result
of an insidious gang war. He was
J",
w
i''
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killed for ransom. Have I made my- -
Se''Yes?Jindeed!" agreed Mr. Clinker-
wade. "Yes, indeedy!"
Dr Bullem turned his back on his
companion, his sharp eyes glancing
about the room until they caught
sight of the window sill. There,forming a perfect equilateral tri-ane- ielay three dead flies!
'Eureka!" he shouted, stooping
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over to examine more closely thephenomenon.
"An equilateral triangle," criedDr. Bullem exuberantly "with a fly
at the apex of each and everypoint!"
"What am I supposed to do?" in-quired Mr. Clinkerwade joyously.
"Call out the guard?" "An equinat-ura- ltriangle!" continued Mr. Clink-
erwade. "Why that's one of those
co lories where the angles nearest
the opposite sides are different.What does that prove?"
"It is evidence," replied Dr. Bull-
em with dignity. "Evidence that Dr.Woodenwater was silenced forknowing too much."
"Remarkable!" echoed Mr. Clink-
erwade, performing a low obeis-sanc- e.
"Now if you wait a moment untilI plot a graph," pursued Dr. Bullem
"1 shall name the murderer."
"You see," illustrated Dr. Bullem
with pardonable pride, "Dr. Wooden-
water was inoculated with lockjawgerms and died of starvation.
Chapter III(THE CHINESK DAGGER)
Mr. Clinkerwade closed the deadDr. Woodenwater's study door and
turned to his spetacled companion
who was fastidiously brushing off
a dust speck from his immaculate
suit. Mr. Clinkerwade sniffed sus-piciously at the heavy air in the
room, and then addressed the em-ine- ntpsychologist, Dr. Gigg.
'Wow that Dr. Bullem is out of
the way, chasing that wild-har- e
theory of his, perhaps we can ac-
complish something."
Dr. Gigg scrutinized a red leatherpocket volume, titled 'The Detective
Bible and Copendium of Deduction.'
"Oh, 1 beg your pardon," he mum-
bled, hastily stuffing the little book
under his hat. "I didn't realize thatyou were looking. I've been studying
to be a secret service agent in tenlessons for only $4.!8. The Mother'sHelper Institute is making a special
offer this month, giving away twopre mi urns with each and every
course. I received a bird whistle and
a hand pump."
a o w that the awful secre t i s
out," hazarded Mr. Clinkerwade in
such a bored tone, " Whi ther do wego from hence?"
"Suggestion number one," recit-
ed Dr. Gigg, anxious to display his
remark ;i ble power of remembrance,
"List all clues available."
"That sounds sensible," agreed Mr.
CWji kerwade. "I'll note them down
as you come across them."
"Item mini her one," he droned,
"Whiskey bottle and tumbler on
desk, now empty."
THE GREAT SLEUTH
Dr. Sol. Bullem
'
"Item number two, an alarm clock
with a busted crystal, and
"Never mind the maker's name,"interrupted Mr. Clinkerwade ungra-
ciously.
"I was only going to say that the
clock had stopped at 11:07," blurt-
ed out Mr. Gigg diffidently.
"A. M. or P. M. ?"
"I please, Mr. Clinkerwade."
"Here's a cabbage in the waste
basket. And, look!"
"I suppose you've found fingerprints on it," suggested Mr. Clinker-
wade cruelly.
"Hm , if they don't look like
teeth marks!" exclaimed Dr. Giggjubilantly. "The case is narrowing."
"There's a dagger driven through
that chair in front of the window,
and on the sill are those flies of Dr.
Bullem's. And here above in the win-
dow pane is a bullet hole, from out-
side in the way the glass is crack-
ed: but I don't see a sign of where
it landed."
"Good!" said Mr. Clinkerwade.
"What else?"
"Pipe ashes on the floor back of
the door, bv the looks of them," add-
ed Dr. Gigg after a cursory inspec-
tion.
"Getting warmer." Mr. Clinker-
wade nodded in approval.
"Look here!" he shouted. "A foot-print on the wall. Only it's too big
to be a man's and there are no
whirls."
"What do you make out of that?inquired Mr. Clinkerwade.
"I dunno," confessed Dr. Gigg.
"But I'm getting a theory."
"What lesson does that come in?inquired Mr. Clinkerwade.
"No lesson," replied Dr. Gigg. "I'mgetting it out of my own head."
"Now I have it! See the ashtray?"
"Looks like cigar ashes to me,"
offered Mr. Clinkerwade.
"Aren't," asserted Dr. Gigg con-fidently. "Incense."
"So that's what I've been smell-ing!" Mr. Clinkerwade was relieved.
"The theorv is going to work,"
exulted Dr. Gigg. "Dagger, foot-
prints, incense. Some oriental did the
dirtv deed; and I know who it is."
"Do you remember that chap, El
Murad or Horrid, or some such name
as that, who was at the Memorial
theatre about a month ago? Well, I
remember that Dr. Woodenwater
showed him up for a fake hypnotist
or gymnast, or whatever he was,
right on the stage, too. I bet thatfellow did it."
"Now you just wait till I con-
struct a body from this foot-prin- t.I'll soon know if he got some train-
ed idol with a red eye and fourhands to do his dirty work. Justyou wait."
"I'm waiting," said Mr. Clinker-
wade.
Chapter IV
(ANOTHER THEORY)
Mr. Sol Clinkerwade paced the
room with jerky, agitated steps ashe spoke. "What I don't understand,Canon," he said, "is the presence of
the whiskey bottle, the head of cab-bage, and the broken timepiece inWoodenwater's office. The otherthings 1 disregard as immaterial andirrelevant."
Canon Yale Lock Holmes, Profes-
sor of Liturgies at Yexleb Hall,puffed deliberately on a cigarettebefore replying. His remarks, in ev-ery instance, had been quiet,thoughtful, forceful. In this his ac-tions had been in direct contrast tothose of Canyon's dapper little pro-fessor of Romance Languages.
"So you think," began the Canon,
"that the bottle of whiskey, the head
of cabbage, and the broken watch
and clock are the true clues to the
mystery. Why, may I ask?"
"Because the others are too ri-diculous, too far-fetch- ed to bear a
moment's waste of time."
"The three dead flies?"
"Stupid of Bullem to considerthem," retorted Mr. Clinkerwade,petulantly. "They obviously hadbeen placed in that position. Only adetermined mathematical mind,playing with a captive fourth di-
mension, would place any faith in
the mere coincidence that they form
a triangle. They might form a tri-
angle no matter how you place
them."
"The footprint on the wall?" sug-gested the Canon, lighting another
ciga rette.
"Outrageous. And anyway it was
not a footprint at all, merely a trac-ing of the outlines of a foot. I doubt
much if it was human, too. EvenGigg admits there were no whirls."
"The dagger
..." began Dr.Holmes, carelessly.
"Placed there intentionally to dis-tract the attention of the investi-gator. And as for incense in the ash-tray tommyrot. Those were pipe
ashes. No, Canon, the whole thing is
too preposterous. It has no meaning
whatsoever."
"So I'm beginning to think," re-plied his companion. "But you aver
that the cabbage has some bearing
on the case. A head of cabbage in
the wastebasket; could anything be
more far-fetched- ?"
"Ah, but you're wrong, Canon,you're wrong. There is where the
murderer over-di- d his little act.
That cabbage is so out of place that
it must mean something. It's so
nonsensical that it must make
sense."
"Aren't you merely flirting withparadoxes, much the same way
Woodenwater used to dally with his
limericks and Stuffed Proverbs?"
"Paradoxical but true, Canon. I
believe that in the head of cabbage,
in the whiskey bottle, and in the
broken watch and clock the solu-
tion to this mystery lies."
"Surely not in the whisky bottle,
sir? That would make it a case forBullem after all."
Mr. Sol Clinkerwade turned in his
brisk stride and faced his friend.
"Canon Holmes," he said. "I meanjust that."
"You have perfected a theory,
then?"
"Yes. I believe that Sol Wooden-
water was murdered by the man
who placed that head of cabbage in
the wastebasket, that his death oc-
curred approximately between the
hours shown on the broken time-pieces, and that the man who killed
him smoked a pipe."
Dr. Holmes, who had been idly
blowing smoke rings at the ceiling,
sat up abruptly. "Splendid, sir,
splendid."
"You agree?" asked Mr.
"We-e-1-1- 1. The canon drew tne
word out slowly, as if considering
each letter as he spoke it. "Yes and
no, Mr. Clinkerwade. I like your
theory, I must admit. But there are
holes in it, sir, some very treacher-
ous holes in it. Granting, for in-
stance, that the cabbage, the foot-print, the Chinese dagger, the bullet
hole in the window, you have fail-
ed to mention that, you know, the
whiskev bottle, all are 'plants' made
by the murderer to throw us off the
scent, why is not the presence of the
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pipe ash and the broken clock a
blind clue also? It's quite conceiv-
able, you know."
Mr. Clinkerwade looked at his
companion in amazement.
"You don't really think so?" he
said in a awe-fille- d whisper.
"No," replied the Canon. "I do not.
But while we are tearing theories
apart, I see no reason for exemptingyours. I should say that in part
t
Pare Five
Bullem and Gigg, all three of you,
have discovered some things of im-portance. Let us note them down.
"First: the three dead flies. While
I do not concur with Dr. Bullem In
thinking them indications of either
a ransom gang or death by starva-
tion, neither do I hold your view
that they are utterly unimportant.
Flies do not die suddenly of cold aslate as mid-Novemb- er in a room
which is aired thoroughly every day.Granting that they might have re-
mained unmolested as long as this,
something peculiar must have hap-pened to kill them all at once. Bear
that in mind.
"Second: the hole in the window-pan- e
may be, as you all think, a bul-
let hole. On the other hand, it may
not. I could not presume to say un-
til I have seen it with my own eyes.
"Third: that footprint must havebeen traced on the wall for somepurpose. You say to throw the in-
vestigation off the scent. I wonder.
"Fourth: the whiskey bottle is ob-
viously important. Woodenwater
does not drink, at least not during
office hours. Until an autopsy has
been made, however, we shall notknow whether the bottle is a false
clue or a true one. But don't over-
look it.
"Fifth: Gigg says there is incense
ash in the tray; you say they arepipe ashes. I shall have to see thera
myself before I can be sure.
w
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"Sixth: that Chinese dagger
strikes a rather fantastic note. Itdoes seem a bit preposterous, yet
there must be some explanation for
it. A fake? Perhaps. Perhaps not.
"Finally, Mr. Clinkefwade, there is
the problem of the broken clock.
You say the hands point to 11:05?
And the hands of the smashed watch
in Woodenwater's pocket point to
4:17? Well, I agree with you in
thinking that something of import-
ance lies behind that clue. But I
should like to see it all for myself."
"Why not make a trip up there
now, Canon, and have a look
around?"
"Very good, Mr. Clinkerwade.
Shall we start?"
Chapter V
(THE ACROSTIC)
"Hmm." Prof. Yale Lock Holmespaused in his inspection of Dr.
Woodenwater's collection of books.
Mr. Clinkerwade, who was seated in
the dead man's swivel chair, look-
ed up and smiled. "You saw it, too?"
he said.
"Hm. What's that? Beg your par-
don, but were you referring to
something in the bookcase, Mr.
Clinkerwade?"
"Why, certainly, sir. Of course I
noticed Woodenwater's assortment
of Fletcher's works with passages
marked in red ink. He liked Fletch-
er, Canon. We've chuckled together
many times over one or two ratherquaint lines. Dr. Woodenwater al-
ways said that Fletcher was one of
the spiciest of the Pre-Restorati- onDramatists."
"I was not referring to Fletcher,
Mr. Clinkerwade, but to a most pe-
culiar book here. Fowler's 'ModernEnglish Usage.' Do you know it?"
"Rawther. It was Sol's scholastic
Bible. But surely you've heard of
it?"
"Ah, yes. Often, Mr. Clinkerwade,
often. It's not the book that inter-
ests me at present, it's the position
of it."
Mr. Clinkerwade raised his right
eyebrow just a trifle. He was puz-
zled. "If you would be kind enough
to . . ." he began.
"Quite so," interrupted the Can-
on. "You may not have noticed this,
Mr. Clinkerwade, but every book in
this case is standing right side up,
with one exception. That exception
is this volume by Fowler. Does that
mean nothing to you?"
"I can't see . . ."
"Well, it should. Dr. Woodenwat-
er. whatever his carelessness in ar-
ranging his belongings, was always
most sure that his books were inperfect order. He never would have
left even one book upside down.That means that someone,- - some-
one, mind, has used this book since
he. And that someone is very care-less, even with other people'sbooks."
"Are you inferring," said Mr.Clinkerwade, "that the murderer
made use of Fowler's 'Modern Eng-
lish usage'?"
"I infer nothing, my dear sir. I
am merely bringing the point toyour attention."
"And I shall make note of it," re-plied Mr. Clinkerwade, reaching for
a slip of paper. "Hella! What's this?
Another of Woodenwater's hobbies?
An anagram!" He passed the small
piece of wrhite paper to his compan-
ion. Mr. Holmes looked at It, a frown
on his face.
"An acrostic, rather, Mr. Clinker-
wade. I wonder what it can mean?"
"Probably something Woodenwat-
er was toying with in his spare mo-
ments. A most active mind, his."
"This is in his handwriting, then?"
Mr. Clinkerwade glanced over his
comnanion's shoulder.
"No. I should say not. Certainly
not. I do not know whose chiro- -
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grraphy it is, but assuredly it is notWooden water's."
"Perhaps that of the murderer?"
suggested Canon Holmes mildly.
"Do you think so?"
"By Jove, sir, it might be. Yes, it
might well be. Do you suppose it has
any connection with that book left
upside down?"
Canon Holmes was looking Intent-ly at the ceiling.
"I wonder." He said.
The acrostic:
where the elements are conse-
crated
to set at large
to gain knowledge
to pass from without
a hangman's halter
all a clue to an acrostic
1 ; 24 ; 30; 33 ; 34 ; 50
464 191 507 419 409 314
TO BE CONTINUED IN OUR NEXT
BEXLEY NOTES
Miss Florence L. Newbold, Execu-
tive Secretary of the Girls' Friend-
ly Society, spoke to the men in Bex-le- y
Hall on Tuesday, November 19,
on the subject: "The Relation of the
Rector to the Girls' Friendly So-
ciety." Miss Newbold has been in
work with the girls of the Church
for several years, and she feels that
there is too little of real under-
standing between the Clergy and or-
ganizations for young people.
The Rev. F. C. F. Randolph, Lon-
don, Ohio, instructed the men on the
subject of "Rural Church Work" on
Wednesday and Thursday, December
4 and 5. The Rev. Mr. Randolph has
been in rural work for some time,
and he hoped to show the semin-
arians that there is a great rural
field in the Church, and that such
work requires a rather specialized
preparation.
The Rev. Canon Louis E. Daniels,
of Christ Church, Oberlin, lectured
to the men of the Middle Class on
Church Music, Tuesday to Friday,
December 3-- 6. In addition to these
lectures, Canon Daniels instructed
the entire Seminary on the subject
of hymn tunes, chanting, and prop-
er time for music. This latter ma-
terial was presented in the Chapel,
where the men sang under Canon
Daniels' direction.
The Rev. Dr. George F. Smythe,
who has been in Mt. Vernon in the
hospital for several weeks, has im-
proved sufficiently to have been in
Gambler for a short time. He has
now gone to Cleveland. During his
absence, the Rev. Dr. C. S. Ball is
attending to the classes begun by
Dr. Smythe.
The Rev. McVeigh Harrison, O. H.
C, conducted a two-da- y retreat for
the men in Bexley on Thursday and
Friday, December 12 and 13. The re-
treat consisted of meditations, infor-
mal addresses, and special devotion-
al services. The Rev. Mr. Harrison
Is not entirely new to Gambier, for
he attended the Gambier Summer
Conference last summer, at which
time he was Chaplain of the Con-
ference.
The Rev. Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Ball
entertained all the students of Bex-le- y
Hall at a Christmas Party at
their home on the evening of Mon-
day, December 16. Presents were ex-
changed, and after the remainder of
the evening's entertainment, Mrs.
Ball served an excellent lunch.
REVEILLE WORK PROGRESSING
"The Reveille" is already begin-
ning to take form. A large part of
the work has been accomplished. A-
lthough, the annual does not appear
until next June, from the first of
the semester, the editor-in-chie- f,
Adkins and his staff, have been hard
at work.
The photography, which is under
the direction of White Studios, has
been very successful.
The book is being engraved by the
Stafford Engraving Company of In-
dianapolis, Ind. It will be similar to
preceding years, although several
new features have been added. New
pictures and new ideas are continu-
ally being placed in the proof.
KENYON ALUMNI GROUP
FORMING AT CAMBRIDGE
Eleven Recent Graduates At
Harvard
Eleven Kenyon alumni, all recent
graduates, are taking post gradu-
ate work in or around Harvard Uni-
versity. This group, while well scat-
tered among the various schools,
is planning a "reunion" for the
Thanksgiving week-en- d.
Joseph M. Poe, '28, former editor
of the Collegian, Steve Lines, '28,
and Ed Garrett, ex '29, are in the
Law School.
Ramsey Findlater, '26, now mar-
ried, is a senior in the School of
Architecture.
Ben Williams, '27, is in the Theo-
logy School.
Bob Hubbel, '28, and Dudley Hard,
'29, are doing post graduate work
in the Business School.
Braddock Sturges, '29, is instruct-
or in French and working for a
Ph. D.
Ted Rose, '29, last year's editor of
the Collegian, is working for an M.
A. in English.
Paul Thompson, '29, has entered
the Theology School.
Charles Dunlop, '29, is at Babson's
Institute.
FORMER COLLEGIAN EDITOR
JOINS PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE OF ALUMNI
D. W. Bowman, '14, has been ap-
pointed by President Goddard of the
Alumni Council a member of the
Committee on Publications of the
Council.
Bowman was on the staff of the
Collegian all of the four years he
was in college; junior editor in 1912-1- 3,
and editor in chief the following
year.
After graduation he attended the
School of Journalism at Columbia
University for a year, and then re-
turned to Ohio to become City Edi-
tor of the Times-Democr- at at Lima.
Since 1918 he has been in Cincin-
nati; first on the Enquirer, and lat-
er on the Times-Sta- r, of which he
is now Telegraph Editor. During this
time his interest in the Collegian
has never ceased, and he has prob-
ably contributed more items to the
paper than any other alumnus of
his time.
V7ILHELMSBEST GROUND
GAINER AGAINST STATE
Carl Harman Wilhelms, familiar-
ly known as "Pretzel" was the best
Kenyon ground gainer in the la-
mentable encounter against Ohio
State on November 16. Believe it or
not, the "Pretzel" averaged an even
5 yards in his plunges through the
massive Ohio State forward wall.
And the strange thing about it is
that Wilhelm played guard though-o- ut
the encounter!
The strangest thing about it, of
course, was the manner in which
the young man amassed this surpris-
ing average. 'Twas like this: one of
the Purple's trick plays was a triple
pass, Stock to Swanson at end to a
halfback, the last flip being a back-
ward one. The play started out
splendidly with Stock tossing the
oval into Swanson's outstretched
arms. Then things began to happen.
That gentleman, finding no dashing
halfback ready to receive the ball,
and in grave danger of being tack-
led at any moment, threw the oval
into the arms of the amazed Mr.
Wilhelms, who was cutting through
to mow down a defensive back. Sur-
prised and even hurt, the "Pretzel"
smashed on, and before the equally
amazed Ohio State backs could stop
him, had added five yards to Ken-yon- 's
precious store of gains. It was
his first, his last, and his only
chance to carry the ball for Kenyon,
but the "Pretzel" made good.
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' THE THRILL" COPIES
OLD OPERA "ERMINIE"
Tune By Canon Louis Daniels Fol-
lows Song Hit of 1880's
Kenyon's alma mater song enjoy-
ed some very pleasant publicity as
a direct result of the Kenyon-Re-serv- e
football game in October.
During the week following the game,
William F. McDermott, Dramatic
Critic of the Cleveland PLAIN
DEALER noted with pleasure the
fact that both Kenyon and Reserve
had used tunes from old dramatic
successes for songs sung at the
game. He says in part that "the
scholars of Kenyon used a melody
from the old, old music show, "Er-mini- e."
Mr. McDermott relates fur-
ther that a friend of his "was much
roused by the Kenyon song, for it
brought him memories memories of
twenty-fiv- e years ago when he first
heard Kenyon students sing that
rolling melody, and found it so pro-
vocatively reminiscent that he had
no rest until he traced it back to
the waltz scene" in the comic opera,
"Erminie," which "dates back to the
1880's." He goes on to remark that
football in those days was very
much different from what it is to-
day, and that it pleases him to no-
tice that when the modern colleg-
ian wants a tune for his more ser-
ious purposes, he turns to the tunes
of his grandfathers.
Canon Louis E. Daniels, of Christ
Church, Oberlin, by whom the ar-
rangement of "The Thrill" in "Songs
of Kenyon" was written, proved to
be a very interesting source of in-
formation concerning the use of the
tune for a Kenyon song. The words
were written by Howard Mann, '00,
probably with the express inten-
tion that they should be used with
the tune. The song had been used
for some ten years before the "Songs
of Kenyon" were published in 1908,
but it was at that time that Canon
Daniels wrote his admirable ar-arngem- ent.
The opera "Erminie" was first pro-
duced at the Comedy Theatre in
London, November 9, 1885; its first
American showing was at the Casino
New York, March 10, 1886, where it
had the unprecedented run of some-
what over twelve hundred' conse-
cutive performances. The text is by
Claxson Bellamy and Harry Paulton,
both Englishmen; the music is by
Edward Jakobowski, also known as
Edward Bellville, also an English-
man, who wrote a number of other
operatic "scores, none of which at-
tained the fame of "Erminie." The
opera is tuneful, but not very deep.
Its immediate success lasted for a
number of years, and in the past
few seasons, it has had a number of
highly successful revivals.
The story Is taken from Selby's
old play, "Robert Macaire," whose
melodramatic plot it follows very
closely. Ernst de Brissac, a young
nobleman, is on his way to the
home of his prospective fiancee, Er-
minie, whom he has never seen. On
the road, he is attacked by two
thieves, Ravannes and Cadeaux.
who tie him to a tree, while they
Meet Me At
THE BAKERY
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
BEST OF SERVICE
Short orders at all hours.
Billiard Room in Connection
Est. 1894
James McCullongh
carry off his clothes. The two thieves
go to the home of Erminie, where
Ravannes passes himself off as de
Brissac, introducing Cadeaux as an-
other nobleman. Erminie is already
in love with her father's secretary,
Eugene. After a great many far-
cical situations have been present-
ed, de Brissac appears at a banquet,
whereupon the imposters maintain
that de Brissac Is a highwayman
who attacked them that morning.
Ravannes and Erminie plan to get
Eugene for Erminie, and the two of
them plan to rob the house; the
plan is frustrated, but at the end,
Erminie and Eugene are safely
united, while Ravannes and Cadeaux
are arrested.
The tune of "The Thrill" is num-
ber sixteen in the opera, called1 a
Vocal Gavotte. This consists of two
sixteen-ba- r periods, of which the
second is "The Thrill" tune. The
words there are:
"O fairest belle with bravest beau.
Stately, but with hearts aglow,
In thrall sublime,
But measured time,
Mated, all elated go!"
The original score is written for a
mixed chorus, and the arrangement
in "Songs of Kenyon" is practically
unchanged from the original, except
that it has been transposed down a
fifth. Rhythm and melody have un-
dergone slight changes ,also, as be-
fits the words, in order to give more
resolution to the song. The piano
accompaniment was executed by
Miss Marian Lord, an excellent
pianist at Harcourt at the turn of
the century. Canon Daniels ex-
presses the desire that Kenyon men
should eventually be constrained to
sing the correct bass part in the
mixed arrangement; he regrets fur-
ther that his arrangement for
men's voices has never been sung.
So much publicity should be an
added incentive toward the proper
execution of our one most distinctive
song.
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COFFIN FOUNDATION TO
GIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
Fellowships in Sciences To Be
Awarded
Applications are now being made
for the Charles A. Coffin Fellow-
ships for 1930-3- 1. The Charles A.
Coffin Foundation, established some
years ago by the General Electric
Company, makes provisions for an
annual award of $5000 to graduates
of colleges throughout the United
States who have shown that they
could with advantage undertake or
continue research work in educa-
tional institutions in this country or
abroad. The fields in which these
fellowships are to be awarded are
Electricity, Physics, and Physical
Chemistry. The fellowships will
carry a minimum allowance of $500.
Applications may be obtained from
and must later be filed with the
Secretary, Charles A. Coffin Foun-
dation, Schenectady, N. Y.
HECKLER'S
for
DRUGS
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Store Service
Sam. Hantman
CIGARS, TOBACCO,
CIGARETTES
Limburger No. 4 West
Sandwiches Ohio Ave.
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Mount Vernon, Ohio
Johnston &
Murphy
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MAUVE TO PLAY TWO
GAMES IN EAST IN '30
ROCHESTER AND HAVERFORD
ON COMING GRID CARD
Details of Kenyon's 1930 football
schedule indicate that the Mauve
will have plenty of opportunity to
display their wares before a variety
of proficient opponents. Two games
are scheduled for the East: Roches-
ter and Haverford; while the team
will also travel to Cincinnati, Ash-
land and Marietta. The one disap-
pointing feature of the program is
the fact that Kenyon's supporters
will have but slight opportunity to
view their team on the home field.
Two games, one less than during the
past season, are to be played at
Gambier, with Capitol and Mt. Un-
ion providing the opposition. The
schedule:
October 4 Open (either Ohio
State or Reserve.)
October 10 Ashland at Ashland.
October 18 Haverford at Haver-
ford.
October 25 Rochester at Roches-
ter.
November 1 Capitol at Gambier.
November 8 Mt. Union at Gam-
bier.
November 15 Marietta at Mari-
etta.
November 22 St. Xavier at Cin-
cinnati.
REPORTER FINDS BRIDGE
TOURNAMENT IS LAPSING
And Thinks Rudy Kutler Is To
Blame After All
With Rudy Kutler's fanciful plans
in full force, the Intra-mur- al Bridge
Tournament has swung into the
open stretch with a bolt of lead on
each hoof. Such popularity must be
deserved but it isn't. Rudy's fault.
Unplayed matches, postponements
and byes are in order, per usual. Tis
a pity that the men on the Hill are
having such a hard time getting in-
terested in this timely form of brain
exercise, but the trend of ambition
seems to run in other channels for
some unknown reason. Perhaps the
heat of battle and the resulting fa-
tigue are distasteful to those of us
who believe in some less trying form
of exercise. Again, perhaps some
swarthy brutes have intimidated the
weaker - bodied, stronger-minde- d
ones who might gain some particle
of glory for themselves and for their
division by participating in compe-
tition on the green-topp- ed tables.
However, some of us have taken
an interest. Our reverends-to-b- e
from the Seminary have given a fine
account of themselves so far, and
proved to the world that priests can
be good bridge players. With the
exception of one match, they have
turned in a complete score of seven
points or each contest. North Leon-
ard is the only division on the Hill
to have a spotless record so far, hav-
ing won every match to date. This
division was a close contender for
the prize last year, and are now
playing in championship form. East
Wing and South Leonard are run-
ning a close race, each having won
and lost about the same number of
matches. West Wing withdrew from
the race in the beginning on the
plea that the matches took too much
time from study. That's all right if
you want to look at it that way.
Due to the negligence, remissness,
busyness, or death of one of the
esteemed Junior Intra-Mur- al man-
agers, accurate scores, ratings, etc.,
are unobtainable for Collegian read-
ers at this time. Ho hum.
KENYON'S BIG BOSS
TWEED IS DEFEATED
Harry Maxon, Seeking- - New Laurels,
Loses Frosh Election
Rome had its Cataline, New York
had its big Boss Tweed, and Kenyon
College has Harry "Red" Maxon.
Mr. Maxon, politician, journalist,
lobbyist, seems to have outgrown the
appellation, Kenyon's Second Mark
Hanna, and has turned his talents
toward building himself a reputa-
tion like that of New York's Tweed.
Not that Mr. Maxon's efforts are ac-
tuated by love of money, of desire
for worldly goods, or of gain even for
himself, for they are not. But inso-
much as no detail is too small, too
insignificant to escape his eagle eye,
there his methods parallel those of
the famous Boss.
Mr. Maxon, you may remember,
engineered the Senior Class elec-
tions with no small amount of gen-
ius and characteristic daring, carry-
ing off all the honors of the day.
Then, turning from the scene of this
signal triumph, Mr. Maxon's roving
eye lit upon the announcement of
the election of officers to the fresh-
man class. Therein Mr. Maxon spied
Opportunity.
Now, if there is one thing of less
importance in college life than elec-
tion of officers to the Senior class,
it is election of officers to the fresh-
man class. But to Mr. Maxon's prac-
ticed mind it appeared a glorious op-
portunity to add new laurels, to gain
fame for his Party. With this in
mind, Mr. Maxon insinuated himself
into the: Innermost circles of the
freshmen politicians, hinting here,
suggesting there, until finally the
air was heavy with his finely shad-
ed innuendoes. Unfortunately for
his sinister purpose, the great man's
entrance was ill-tim- ed. Either that
or Mr. Maxon is losing his grip, for
this time not only was his "man"
eliminated in the semi-fina- ls but
his whole Party was dealt a crushing
blow.
It is a sad state of affairs, to be
sure, but with the Assembly elec-
tions in the not-too-dist- ant future
hope still smoulders in the great
man's breast. It will.be a true test
of a politician's mettle. Then It is
that Kenyon will discover whether
Mr. Maxon's genius is the real thing
or just a flash in the pan.
WAITER GOES BERSERK
AT SIGHT OF RICE
Whereupon Things Begin To
Happen
Student-waite- r K. Hughes (who is
no relation to Mr. Morris Kent
Hughes, eminent horse fancier and
bottle collector) was recently guilty
of a sad lack of will power, much to
the delight and edification of the
more regular patrons at Mrs. Train-
er's daily board. This Mr. Hughes,
it seems, has a strong aversion to all
things Spanish. Now, this aversion
gives birth at odd times to a perfect
frenzy, a sort of wild and uncontroll-
able explosion which Mr. Hughes
has no way of foreseeing or prevent-
ing. It's all very sad.
One noon when students were
flocking with customary enthusiasm
to the groaning boards, Mr. Hughes
was seen to march quickly though
sedately down the center aisle of the
Patronize
Oar Advertisers
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dining hall; a heavily-lade- n tray
poised above him. Suddenly an aw-
ful realization came to him: the
largest dish that he bore was filled
to the brim with rice, Spanish rice.
With a roar of rage Mr. Hughes
paused, heaved, and executed a per-
fect back-fli- p flop in the air, the
Spanish rice and companion deli-
cacies in the meantime, describing
what Dr. Allen would probably call
"a lovely parabola" through the
mist. The entire collection landed
with a distinct if squashy "plop" di-
rectly behind the reposing Mr.
Hughes, while the Betas at the Se-
nior table rose and gave a hearty
cheer.
THREE HARRIERS
TO GET LETTERS
Cross Country Team Does Well
Despite Inexperience
Another season of improvements
and the cross country team will be
an established minor sport at Ken-
yon. All that is needed is a coach,
cross country equipment, and a bit
of hard work. The showing of this
seasons team has convinced Ath-
letic Director Kutler that a winning
combination in 1930 is in no way im-
possible.
The contenders in the Big Six met
at Muskingum this year saw Kenyon
enter and finish the race for the
first time. On November 16, in the
face of a driving rain and with
plenty of good Ohio mud to gum the
course, the uncoached Purple squad
crouched at the starting line with
Oberlin, Muskingum, Ohio Northern,
and Reserve. At the first half mile
Kenyon's runners no longer needed
to conceal their tattered uniforms,
as the mud covered good and bad
alike. The Purple leaders, Bell and
Wayt, while not receiving placement
medals, were close to the line at the
finish. A bad knee forced Wood to
finish with the pack. Oberlin won
the meet, Muskingum second, Ohio
Northern third.
The outlook for the future is
bright. Hugh Wayt, '31, has been
elected captain for the coming year,
and the athletic department prom-
ises a new course minus shell roles
and ruts, two dual meets held at
Gambier, and entrance in the Big
Six once more. While no official an-
nouncement is forthcoming, it is un-
derstood that Bell, Wayt, and Wood
will receive letters for their efforts
this season.
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MRS. J. W. ANDERS,
307 E. High, Mt. Vernon, O.
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KUTLER AND WALTON SEE
FOOTBALL IMPROVEMENT
Predict More Success In Years
To Come
Although Kenyon's fighting foot-
ball team only won three games this
year, the football season has been
declared a success. Coach Kutler in-
sists that we should have won at
least two more: Reserve and Haver-
ford. We are inclined to agree with
him, but as Fate ordained other-
wise there is no recourse but for-
getting these hard fought battles.
Doctor Walton, who voices a more
pessimistic outlook after many years
experience as Secretary of The Ohio
Athletic Association, states that he
hoped for only two victories, Otter-bei- n
and Kent State. He was well
pleased when we defeated Marietta.
Both Doctor Walton and Coach
Kutler agree that a great advance
was made this year from several
different angles. The team was far
superior to last year's, in spirit as
well as actual athletic skill; the stu-
dent body responded more enthusi
astically; and the team was recog-
nized by their opponents as a well-coache- d,
hard-hittin- g ball club.
Looking back over the season we
find, in practically every game lost,
a striking coincidence. In the first
half the score was tied or very close.
The first part of the third quarter
the team took a little spurt after the
rest between halves, but from that
point on, the game went in favor of
the opposition. This indicates but
one thing: a lack of capable sub-
stitutes to fill the shoes of tired reg-
ulars.
The coaching staff was the best
that any Kenyon team has ever had.
Kutler developed a green line into
an efficient forward wall, teaching
them all the fine points that he has
acquired in coaching school and as a
lineman himself. Ed Maloney han-
dled the backfield, organizing a
powerful offensive. The combina-
tion made a typical, scrappy, Ken-
yon team into a dangerous aggrega
tion with which no Conference team
could afford to trifle.
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What Will
1930
Mean For You?
If going into business, will it mean the
beginning of a long apprenticeship pe-
riod the trial and error method which
possibly may never lead to success?
Or will it mean a year spent in prepara-
tion for business followed by a steady
rise to leadership?
If you desire the latter, Babson Insti-
tute can help you.
Train for Leadership
To meet the demand for executive train-
ing as a foundation for a successful busi-
ness career is the purpose of Babson
Institute. Here you would be taught
the fundamental laws of business and
shown how to apply them effectively to
actual business life.
Send for Booklet!
Every college man who is ambitious to
succeed in business should read our
booklet, "Training for Business Leader-
ship". It explains in detail the sub-
jects studied, the unique features of
our work and how leadership is
achieved. Take this home and discuss
it with your parents during the Christ-
mas holidays.
Mail this Coupon Now!
I1ADSON Institute
B F372 Weilesley At., Babson Park, Mas.
J Send me, without obligation, "Training J
for Business Leadership" and complete
particulars about Babson Institute. J
Name
J College J
Address J
Home m
m Address
J City .Swt?. j
W. S. ROWLEY & SON
Gambier, Ohio
Grocery, Meat Market,
Confectionery and
General Merchandise
Quality Foods
Sodas and Candy
Toilet Articles, Sox, etc.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
W. B. BROWN
JEWELER
Buy Butter By Name
Always Ask For
Parrish's Cloverdale Creamery
COSHOCTON CREAMERY
BUTTER
Always Uniform Fresh Pure
Coshocton, Ohio
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TWENTY RECEIVE
FOOTBALL LETTERS
McElroy Captain for 1930;
R. A. Weaver Given
Gold Football
The 1929 football season was offi-
cially ushered into the past on the
inauspicious date of Friday, Dec. 13,
with the annual football banquet.
This year it was held in Peirce Hall.
Twenty members of the team, in-
cluding two Senior managers, re-
ceived major letters, while gold foot-
balls were given to three. Captain
Gordon Hulman and Philip Brown,
each of whom played three full sea-
sons for Kenyon, were the recipients
of the gold charms, while Robert A.
'12, Kenyon's energetic and faithful
alumnus from Cleveland, also re-
ceived a little football for his splen-
did efforts in behalf of the 1929
team.
Mark McElroy, quarterback, was
selected by the voting letter men as
captain of Kenyon's 1930 football
edition. McElroy has performed for
two years as Kenyon's field general
and his work this past season went
a great way toward bringing home
three victories for the Mauve. With
a strong team to direct in 1930 he
should star.
Mr. Weaver presided as toastmast-e- r
for the occasion, and after prais-
ing the team's efforts, introduced a
number of speakers. These includ-
ed Captain-ele- ct Larmon of the
freshman team, Captain-ele- ct Mc-
Elroy, Captain Hulman, Prof. R. C.
Manning Philip Brown, "Dud"
Stock and "Marty" Samon, back-flel- d
stars of the past season, James
A. Nelson, '98, Mr. Fred Zinn, Ath-
letic Director Kutler, Coach Evans,
Dr. L. B. Walton, and President
Peirce.
All of the speakers, from Dr.
Peirce to freshman Larmon, praised
the efforts of the team, the support
of the alumni, and the encourage-
ment of the College. All predicted
a great year for Kenyon in 1930.
The following men received let-
ters: Captain Hulman, Philip Brown,
Captain-ele- ct McElroy, Caples, Wil-helm- s,
Hughes, Hoyt, Johnson, Stock
Sammon, Carleton, Edgar, T. J. Hall,
Swanson, Herron, Meredith, Heed
and Herbert. George Jones and
Robert Douglass received manager's
letters.
Twenty nine freshmen, of whom
three were managers, received num-
erals for their year's endeavor;
Perkins, Parker, Foster, Larmon,
Hall, Westrich, Carmichall, Banning,
Billmeyer, Brady, Crowell, Davey,
Dorman, Green, Hiller, Knowels,
Hughes, Hoffman, Langdon, Law-
rence, McNabb, McKenzie, Mcll-wai- n,
Schoepfle, Smith, and Weil-an- d.
Managers Neil, Connell, and
Roesing also received numerals.
MT. UNION OUTCLASSES
KENYON TO WIN 257
Stock's Passes and Simmon's Speed
Fails to Match Victor's Class
On Saturday, November 9, the
Kenyon football team faced a phy-
sical situation in their game with
Mt. Union at Alliance which might
well be compared to that of the Ha-verfo- rd
defeat. In both cases Ken-
yon's team was outweighed tre-
mendously, more than twenty-fiv- e
pounds to the man, and was forced
to battle a strong line-plungi- ng elev-
en. Demoralized from the start, the
Purple players could not rally
against the great handicap of
weight, and at practically no time
during the contest was the outcome
In doubt.
At the opening of the game Mt.
Union received the kick-of- f, and
made a steady march down the
field, driving through tackle and
center for the first score. The point
after touchdown try was successful,
making the score in the first few
minutes, Mt. Union 7, Kenyon 0.
Kenyon received, and Sammon,
following an almost perfect inter-
ference, returned the ball seventy
yards to Mt. Union's fifteen yard
line. Sammon again took the ball,
but lost five yards on a reverse play.
McElroy replaced Herbert at quar-
terback. Herron bucked left tackle
for no gain. McElroy passed to
Stock for twelve yards. With the ball
on Mount's seven yard line and
fourth down, Sammon was tackled
before he could pass to men open
over the goal line. Mt. Union kick-
ed out of danger.
At the beginning of the second
quarter Kenyon thrilled the crowd
with the finest performance of the
day. A pass behind the line, Stock
to Sammon, gained forty-fiv- e yards
with effective interference. Another
pass, Stock to Hughes netted forty
yards and a touchdown. Stock kick-
ed the extra point, making the score
7-- 7. Mt. Union came back with a
vengeance and began a steady drive
down the field which ended on the
Purple eight yard line as the gun
sounded for the half.
Mt. Union kicked off to Kenyon.
A fumble gave the Alliance men the
ball, and with a monotonous, grind-
ing plunge attack that was unstop-
ped by the light Kenyon line, they
made their second touchdown. The
try for point failed. Mt. Union 13,
Kenyon 7. Kenyon received, fum-
bled again, and Mount resumed their
pounding of the line for another
touchdown at the end of the third
quarter, bringing the score 19-- 7 in
Mt. Union's favor.
Repeatedly Kenyon backfield men
and ends were open to receive pass-
es, but before Stock would have time
to throw, the opposition had filtered
through and tackled him. Mt. Un-
ion made its final score in the last
few minutes of play using the same
plunging tactics, and the finishing
score was brought to 25-- 7. Sammon
and Stock starred for the Purple as
usual, while Hulman, Heed, and
Wilhelms played well on the line.
Fullback Grimes and Navy, a guard,
were the outstanding players of the
day for the Alliance team. It is an
interesting detail to note that the
officiating was without a doubt the
best shown in any game so far this
year.
MIDDLE LENOARD, SOUTH
HANNA, TIE IN SOCCER
Play-off- s Result in 2-- 2 and 0-- 0
Ties
At present writing, South Hanna
and Middle Leonard are still tied in
regard to the intra-mur- al soccer
tournament, tied for the lead. Not
only has the playing of both teams
been about equal, but the second
play-o- ff between them resulted in a
0-- 0 tie, despite two extra periods.
The championship will be contested
later.
For those who do not know just
what the intra-mur- al soccer tour-
nament is, it is a series of games
played under the catch-as-catch-ca- n,
no-biting-in-the-cli- nches rules
between the several fraternity divis-
ions. North Hanna won its opener
from North Leonard, while the Mid-
dle Leonard bunch did the same to
South Leonard. Eventually, these
two teams reached the finals.
In a submerged playing field and
under a belting rain, the two teams
played to a 2-- 2 deadlock with four
extra periods of no avail. i
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KENYON WINS TWO
BASKETBALL GAMES
Wins Over Bowling Green and
Bluffton First in Two Years
(Kenyon 38 Bowling Green 33)
Opening the season with a brand
of basketball that tolerated no op-
position, Kenyon defeated Bowling
Green and Bluffton on successive
nights.
Greer started the scoring with a
free throw. Swanson, Stock, and
Robinson followed with long shots
from the center of the floor. Bowl-
ing Green meanwhile was busy mak-
ing foul shots and two field goals.
The first quarter ended 8-- 8.
The bombardment from the cen-
ter of the floor continued during the
second quarter, and Kenyon lead 19-- 12
at the half.
Early in the fourth period, Bowl-
ing Green took a spurt, decreasing
Kenyon's lead to 27-2- 8. This was the
only point in the game that they
threatened seriously.
Greer, playing his first game for
the purple, pulled the game out of
the fire by sinking three goals in a
row. From then on the game went
entirely in Kenyon's favor, ending
38-3- 3.
Coach Evans was delightfully sur-
prised to see the team display such
excellent form for the first game.
The defensive work was not on a par
with the offense, but from all evi-
dences this will improve as the sea-
son progresses.
(Kenyon 31 Bluffton 20)
Bluffton proved to be much stif fer
opposition than Bowling Green, but
the accurate shooting of Stock,
Swanson, and Robinson could not
be checked. The half ended Kenyon
13, Bluffton 7.
The second half was merely a re-
petition of the first. Bluffton, though
playing excellent ball, could not stop
Kenyon's powerful offensive work.
Kenyon took the lead in the first
few minutes of play, and was never
headed.
Williams played a splendid game
for Bluffton. He is one of the clev-
erest floormen in collegiate basket-
ball. His work was dimmed by the
skillful defensive playing of Robin-
son.
Stock and Swanson lead the scor-
ing for Kenyon. They couldn't miss
the basket. The team played better
basketball than against Bowling
Green. The defensive work was not
as ragged, and the offensive play
showed more system.
The game was featured by the ag-
gressive playing of the Bluffton out-
fit. Many fouls were called on both
sides, but Kenyon had a decisive
edge in this department of the game.
The final score 31-2- 0.
PURPLE WEAKEN AT END
SO MUSKIES WIN 3414
HULMAN, McELKOY, STOCK
SHINE IN FINAL GAME
The Purple 1929 football team fin-
ished its season against the strong
Muskingum squad at Benson Field
on Friday, Nov. 22. As in most of the
games of the season, Kenyon show-
ed up remarkably well in the first
half, but played poor football
through most of the second period.
The score was 34-1- 4 in favor of Mus-
kingum.
In the first few minutes, the
Mauve line seemed to be pitifully
weak, and Muskingum on a ground
gaining spinner play and smashing
bucks made the first touchdown and
added the extra point. Kenyon's
line soon strengthened, however, and
on an exchange of punts after the
kickoff, the team took the ball near
midfield. A series of end runs and
passes placed the play well into the
Orange and Black territory, and on
a pass from McElroy to Sammon,
the latter made a brilliant run for
touchdown. Stock dropkicked the
extra point, bringing the score even
at seven points for each team. The
score remained until the end of the
half.
In the early part of the third
quarter, Hughes of Kenyon inter-
cepted Bikle's pass in midfield, and
returned to the forty yard line,
where a pass, Stock to Sammon,
gained thirteen yards. Herron hit
center for eighteen. McElroy took
the ball on the eight yard line and
on a fine run around right end scor-
ed the second touchdown for the
Purple. Stock again kicked the
point. Kenyon 14, Muskingum 7.
This was Kenyon's last showing of
good football, since from this point
on the forward line weakened and
the substitute backs were unable to
plug the holes. On smashing line
plays McEwan scored in the middle
of the third quarter for Muskin-
gum's second tally. A few minutes
later he drove through the Kenyon
line from midfield in five plays to
register another score. Following an
Mark Hanna
TAXI SERVICE
DRAYAGE
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Gambier, Ohio
intercepted pass on the nine yard
line, McEwan again drove through
the line for a touchdown, bringing
the final score to 34-1- 4.
McEwan played outstanding ball
for the visitors, scoring four touch-
downs and performing well on the
defense. Stock's kicking, running,
and defensive work contributed
much to the fine Kenyon showing,
as did the line-smashi- ng gains turn-
ed in by Fullback Herron. McElroy
played his best game of the season,
and handled the team in splendid
style as he called the signals and
turned in fine pass work. On the
defense, too, the quarterback showed
up well. Captain Hulman, playing
his last game with a badly injured
leg, held up his forward wall in fine
shape until he was relieved in the
last quarter.
"Say it with
Flowers?
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FLOWER STORE
PHONE 895
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE NOW
DUE FOR THE
1929-3- 0 COLLEGIAN
Address
GEORGE H. JONES, f
Bns. Manager
I $1.50 For Nine Months I
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KENYON COMMONS SHOP
Toilet Articles, Pens, Pencils, Note Books, Ties, Slickers, I
Sweaters, Smoking Supplies.
Base of Chase Tower
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STUDENTS ATTENTION
For self supporting students desiring fascinating, remun-
erative work either temporary or permanent, may I sug-
gest that many students of both sexes have earned
scholarships and cash sufficient to defray all college ex-
penses, representing national magazine publishers. If
interested, write or wire for details
M. A. STEELE
National Organizer
5 Columbus Circle, New York, N. Y.
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SHAFFER GARAGE
Gas and Oil General Repairs
South of Peirce Hall
Phone 130 Gambier, Ohio I
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